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Abstract
Physiological computing is a highly multidisciplinary emerging field in which
the spread of results across several application areas and disciplines creates
a challenge of combining the lessons learned from various studies. The the-
sis comprises diverse publications that together create a privileged position
for contributing to a common understanding of the roles and uses of phys-
iological computing systems, generalizability of results across application
areas, the theoretical grounding of the field (as with the various ways the
psychophysiological states of the user can be modeled), and the emerging
data analysis approaches from the domain of machine learning.
The core of physiological computing systems has been built around the
concept of biocybernetic loop, aimed at providing real-time adaptation to
the cognitions, motivations, and emotions of the user. However, the tradi-
tional concept of the biocybernetic loop has been both self-regulatory and
immediate; that is, the system adapts to the user immediately. The thesis
presents an argument that this is too narrow a view of physiological com-
puting, and it explores scenarios wherein the physiological signals are used
not only to adapt to the user but to aid system developers in designing
better systems, as well as to aid other users of the system.
The thesis includes eight case studies designed to answer three research
questions: 1) what are the various dynamics the biocybernetic loop can
iii
iv
display, 2) how do the changes in loop dynamics affect the way the user is
represented and modeled, and 3) how do the choices of loop dynamics and
user representations affect the selection of machine learning methods and
approaches? To answer these questions, an analytical model for physiologi-
cal computing is presented that divides each of the physiological computing
systems into five separate layers.
The thesis presents three main findings corresponding to the three research
questions: Firstly, the case studies show that physiological computing ex-
tends beyond the simple real-time self-regulatory loop. Secondly, the se-
lected user representations seem to correlate with the type of loop dynam-
ics. Finally, the case studies show that the machine learning approaches
are implemented at the level of feature generation and are used when the
loop diverges from the traditional real-time and self-regulatory dynamics
into systems where the adaptation happens in the future.
Computing Reviews (1998) Categories and Subject
Descriptors:
H.5.2 User Interfaces
General Terms:
Physiological Computing, Human-Computer Interaction
Additional Key Words and Phrases:
HCI
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Physiological computing is a form of HCI wherein the interaction depends
on measuring and responding to the physiological activity of the user in
real time (Fairclough, 2009). Physiological computing has the potential to
revolutionalize human–computer interaction. For one thing, it increases
the communication bandwidth dramatically by introducing several new in-
formation channels. It also enables the computer to sense the implicit and
affective signals of the user, thereby creating possibilities for technologies
such as affective computing (Picard, 1997). The traditional communica-
tion between humans and computers has been described as asymmetrical
(Hettinger et al., 2003): while the computer is able to output vast amounts
of audiovisual information quickly, the input from the user is limited to
the relatively low bandwidth provided by mouse and keyboard. Further-
more, while the user has access to the internal state of the computer system
(e.g., memory consumption and processor utilization levels), the computer
has no information on the cognitive and emotional state of the user (Fair-
clough, 2009). Physiological computing allows symmetry in terms of both
information bandwidth (the added input modalities in the form of physi-
ological signals) and the user state and context information derived from
the physiological data.
The standard mode of human–computer interaction has been com-
pletely explicit: the computer reacts only to explicit commands given to it
by the user. Physiological computing also enables implicit communication;
by observing the physiological signals of the user, the computer can detect,
for example, when the task the user is performing is too challenging and
automatically decrease the difficulty level, or when users are getting dis-
tracted from the task, the system could give them a notification. Successful
examples of applying the latter principle include detection of driver fatigue
(Lal and Craig, 2001) and mental workload of operators (Boyer et al., 2015).
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Measuring the implicit feedback from the user has implications for sev-
eral application areas. User interface designers can automatically evaluate
their designs: mental workload of drivers (Solovey et al., 2014) can be mea-
sured in real time to evaluate the cognitive demands of different interface
designs. Implicit signals can also be used for automated annotation of data:
the computer can automatically detect whether a document contains rele-
vant information (Eugster et al., 2014; Barral et al., 2015; Ruotsalo et al.,
2014) and what kind of affective reaction the content generated in the user.
Physiological computing can also benefit the development of interactive
systems. One of the dominant themes in design is human-centered de-
sign, which is concerned with incorporating the user’s perspective into the
software development process in order to achieve a usable system (Maguire,
2001). However, the HCD approach has been criticized as potentially harm-
ful for trying to optimize the design for a generic “everyman” user. What
is needed is the individuation (Hancock et al., 2005) of the interface to the
needs of each specific user, something that can be accomplished by measur-
ing the implicit feedback from the user: since the system can adapt in real
time to the user’s implicit reactions, the system can continuously calibrate
itself to provide the optimal user experience for each individual user.
Measuring the psychological state of the user creates intriguing possi-
bilities for computer games (Spape´ et al., 2015b, 2013). Games can auto-
matically adjust their difficulty to the best possible fit for the individual
user’s skill level. The game can also detect affective phenomena such as
when the user is afraid and use this information to create impactful events
or perhaps adjust the music and background sounds. Even the narrative
can be tied to the physiological responses: the game might detect how the
player responds to different characters in the game world and choose to
have certain events affect the characters that generated the strongest affec-
tive reactions in the player. The physiological signals can also be directly
tied to the game mechanics (Nacke et al., 2011): the game can be designed
such that the player character’s speed increases as the player gets aroused,
or accuracy and aim ability might increase when the player calms down
(Kuikkaniemi et al., 2010). Apart from games, physiological computing
has been utilized in interactive art (Edmonds et al., 2004).
However, the great potential of physiological computing can lead to un-
substantiated optimism: topics such as brain–computer interfaces can lead
to fantastical claims of computers capable of mind-reading that have lit-
tle scientific validity (Spape´ et al., 2015a). A rigorous scientific approach
that takes into account the potential issues with reliability and validity of
physiological recordings is necessary. Furthermore, the field of physiological
3computing is still highly unorganized: each new project is usually started
from scratch, and there is little reuse of code, resources, and best practices.
Also, the research papers are poor design documents or programming spec-
ifications: it is often practically impossible to replicate the experimental
setup of another research team. Properly organized and structured docu-
mentation along with well-specified ways of sharing resources such as code
and data could reduce the development time and provide a way of compar-
ing results between research groups.
This thesis was written to respond to the aforementioned challenges
by examining a broad set of physiological computing systems from three
distinct perspectives: Firstly, I explore the different roles that physiolog-
ical computing can take, which range from self-regulation to facilitating
technology design. Secondly, I explore the various ways users are modeled
in physiological computing. Thirdly, I compare the approaches taken to
building physiological computing systems, which range from hand-tuned
“expert systems” to various machine learning approaches. After this, the
differences and similarities related to these topics across applications are
discussed. To facilitate this discussion, a layered analytical model is devel-
oped to explicate the individual aspects of physiological computing.
The thesis examines how physiological computing can be applied in
real-life applications that range from the work-related and more serious
to games and play, as well as to health and wellness; they thus cover the
full spectrum of what might be considered the needs and situations of an
average person. In the thesis, we examine what kinds of applications are
available for each of these fields, as well as which physiological signals are
most suitable in each case, also considering whether there are case-specific
differences in how these signals are best interpreted. Instead of being just
a review, the thesis includes full examples, with detailed user studies, for
each of the application areas discussed. We then explore how these various
application areas can be seen through the lens of the three perspectives
outlined above and what similarities and differences arise on the basis of
the application context.
Physiological computing is closely related to fields such as ubiquitous
computing (Abowd et al., 2002), pervasive computing (Satyanarayanan,
2001), ambient intelligence (Ramos et al., 2008), enactive interaction
(Kaipainen et al., 2011), affective computing (Picard, 1997), and symbiotic
interaction (Jacucci et al., 2014). This thesis also contributes to these fields,
and we hope that it will show how work on these topics can be mutually
supportive across disciplines.
4 1 Introduction
1.1 Scope of the Thesis
Physiological computing is a complex topic that cannot be exhaustively
covered in a single thesis. Therefore, to keep the task feasible, the scope
of the thesis is constrained in two ways. Firstly, it is limited on a practical
level: only technologies that could potentially be used by normal users in
their everyday life outside the laboratory are considered; clinical uses of
physiological computing, such as brain–computer interfaces for locked-in
patients and myoelectric-controlled human arm prosthetics, are not cov-
ered. Furthermore, only non-invasive sensors that could potentially be
used in real-life situations are dealt with. This rules out technologies such
as sensors that are implanted directly in the brain (intracranial EEG) and
sensors that for other reasons are unsuitable for practical applications. The
latter category includes most brain imaging techniques, such as fMRI.
Secondly, the scope is limited on a theoretical level to cover only parts
of the field of physiological computing. In his seminal paper, Fairclough
(2009) identified six fundamental issues for physiological computing. For
the positioning of this thesis within the field of physiological computing,
these fundamental issues are briefly described, and then a description is
given of how we attempt to address each of the issues.
Psychophysiological Inference
There rarely exists a one-to-one mapping between a physiological signal
and a psychological state of the user (Cacioppo et al., 2007). That is,
each physiological signal usually can be an indicator of several physiological
states, and each state can be inferred from multiple sources.
Psychophysiological inference is a complex topic that cannot be com-
prehensively covered in this thesis, but it is an important field of basic
research in psychophysiology that this thesis will build upon. While we do
not aim to address it directly, the thesis does provide a small contribution
in relation to this issue by describing how the physiological inference was
implemented in the publications included in the thesis.
Psychophysiological Validity
Once the setup for the physiological inference has been decided on, it needs
to be validated. Properly validating a given inference pattern is a basic
research matter demanding careful and systematic empirical studies, and
this is not the aim for the thesis. While it is not the main goal, several types
of psychophysiological inferences are validated in the publications – for
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example, how in a scientific search context certain brain activity patterns
indicate relevance.
Representation of the User
For the psychophysiological inferences to be useful for application design,
they must be operationalized in a way that allows applications to utilize
them. There exist multiple ways to represent the user state, but the ap-
proaches can be divided into two main groups: in dimensional models the
user state is represented as a point in a space spanned by some basic indexes
such as arousal and valence, while in categorical representations the user is
classified as being in a specific state (e.g., being angry or happy). It is also
possible to utilize machine learning methods that automatically generate
(often a black-box) representation of a user. The publications presented
in this thesis cover both of these approaches and show how they can be
successfully used in real-life applications.
Awareness and Interaction Design
The next fundamental issue has to do with the types of adaptations the
system can perform. In the original formulation by Fairclough (2009),
the question was centered on implicit vs. explicit interaction: should the
physiological computing system give explicit feedback to the user or adapt
in an implicit manner instead? However, the discussion was always of self-
regulation: the system adapted to the physiological state of the user. In
this thesis, the question is expanded to pertain to not only self-regulation
but also situations wherein the physiological signals of the user are used to
not only enhance the current user’s experience but also aid designers of the
system, as in the case of technology design, and other users too, as with
automated content annotation.
Dynamics of the Biocybernetic Loop
The biocybernetic loop forms the core of the physiological computing sys-
tem. As defined by Fairclough, the functional goal of the loop is to “derive
real-time adaptations to cognitions, motivations, and emotions that appear
both timely and intuitive from the users’ perspective” (Fairclough, 2009).
However, with this thesis we aim to expand the concept of the loop in two
ways: instead of directing the feedback loop directly to the user, we exam-
ine physiological computing systems in which the feedback goes to, firstly,
the designers of the system or, secondly, other users of the system.
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The main contribution of this thesis is in exploring several ways the
biocybernetic loop can be constructed. Special attention is paid to the
question of when the loop should be designed by hand as an “expert system”
and when machine learning should be used to find optimal ways to utilize
specific physiological signals.
Ethical Implications
Ethics considerations are an important part of physiological computing but
are not within the scope of this thesis.
1.2 Objectives: Exploring Physiological Comput-
ing from Three Perspectives
As noted above, the objective for the thesis is to survey the field of physio-
logical computing from three perspectives: the purpose or role of physiolog-
ical computing, the representation of the user, and the various approaches
to the design of physiological computing systems. These three perspectives
are tied closely to the three research questions for this work, which are
described in detail in Chapter 3.
Purpose:
The first perspective is that of the different roles of physiological com-
puting. Traditionally, physiological computing has been used for self-regula-
ting: the system adapts to the user in line with the physiological signals of
that user. However, in this thesis we propose that physiological computing
encompasses much more. For Publication VI, physiological computing was
used for technology design via clustering physiological signals of players
to recognize interesting behavioral patterns. For publications IV and V,
physiological signals were used to annotate content. Such annotations help
not only the user; they can be used also to train recommender systems to
help other users, or even aid the computer in developing a sense of humor
as described in Publication V. With the first research question, described
alongside the other two in Section 3.2, we tried to provide insights into this
phenomenon by exploring the different forms the underlying biocybernetic
loop can take.
Representation:
The second perspective deals with the different ways users are modeled
and represented in physiological computing applications. In biofeedback,
which could be considered the simplest form of physiological computing,
the physiological signals are directly mapped to audiovisual output. Often,
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though, the physiological signals are first interpreted and operationalized
as indices of cognitive and affective states that are then used as the input to
the adaptive system. These states can range from the simple interpretation
of sympathetic nervous system activity such as arousal to complex map-
pings of brain activity to cognitive states, possibly involving several stages
of interpretation and fusion of numerous physiological signals, sometimes
with other context information. The second objective set for this thesis
was to explore the various representations and their uses in a wide range of
applications, to discover the similarities and differences. Accordingly, the
second research question deals with how the representations are altered as
the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop change.
Approaches:
The third perspective is related to the internal logic of the physiological
computing applications. In the simplest case of biofeedback, there exists a
pre-defined and clear mapping of a signal to output, such as giving audio
feedback when a certain signal rises above a threshold value. Often, a more
complicated decision mechanism is needed, such as classifying affective state
from a combination of several physiological sources. In this case, it might be
useful to apply machine learning techniques to determine what exactly the
rules are according to which certain signals should indicate some affective
states, such as “joy” or “anger.” In the most extreme case, we might just
give the machine learning algorithm an unlabeled set of physiological data
and ask the machine to find potentially interesting behavioral patterns. The
publications cover all of these approaches, with the third objective for the
thesis being to survey how these different approaches are used, what their
benefits are, and how they differ. The third research question reflects this
perspective by directing us to examine how the approaches change when
the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop vary.
To facilitate the three-perspective view of physiological computing, an
analytical framework is presented that simultaneously displays the three
distinct facets and presents the similarities and differences between the
included publications from all three vantage points. The analytical frame-
work is constructed in a modular fashion with the aim of explicating those
commonalities between applications that could be easily reused and those
that are application-specific.
1.3 Structure of the Thesis
Continuing the groundwork laid in the introductory chapter, Chapter 2
provides an overview of physiological computing and related fields such
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Figure 1.1: The scope of the thesis, covering three of the six fundamental
issues.
as affective computing, while also addressing the underlying theoretical
grounding of psychophysiological research and giving a brief description
of various physiological signals. In Chapter 3, the research methods and
research questions are presented. Then, Chapter 4 presents an overview of
the research reported on in publications I–VII. Findings and answers to the
research questions are presented in Chapter 5, and the final chapter rounds
out the work with conclusions and discussion considering such matters as
limitations and implications for future research.
Chapter 2
Background
Physiological computing is a multidisciplinary and variety-rich field. The
background presented first describes the theoretical grounding of the field
in extensive basic research in the field of psychophysiology. Then a brief de-
scription is offered of the most important physiological signals, along with
how they are used in physiological computing, because at least a rudimen-
tary grasp of the physiological signals and their analysis is necessary for
understanding the rest of the thesis. A survey of related fields such as af-
fective computing and wearable computing is given to position the work in
the thesis within the larger framework of related technologies. Then we dis-
cuss the new machine learning approaches that are changing the approach
to development of physiological computing systems.
2.1 Psychophysiology
Physiological computing is largely based on work done in the field of psy-
chophysiology. John L. Andreassi gives the following definition of psy-
chophysiology: “Psychophysiology is the study of relations between psy-
chological manipulations and resulting physiological responses, measured
in the living organism, to promote understanding of the relation between
mental and bodily processes” (Andreassi, 2000). Another way to put it
would be to say that psychophysiology is a combination of anatomy, phys-
iology, and psychology, and very closely related to behavioral neuroscience
(Cacioppo et al., 2007).
What is especially relevant for physiological computing is the way psy-
chophysiology has been used in media research, since this constitutes, in
effect, half of the equation: the user’s physiological response to multimedia
content. The work in media research has taken into account the fact that
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a multimodal stimulus, which is usually involved when one is working with
computers, can be more complicated to interpret than, say, single-tone
beeps as might be used in more traditional psychophysiological research
(Ravaja, 2004).
2.2 Physiological Signals
In this thesis, we concentrate on the four most common physiological sig-
nals and their analysis and interpretation. While the thesis is not about
signal analysis, these are such a central part of physiological computing that
without a basic understanding of how they operate, it would be difficult
to appreciate the more specialized application of physiological computing
that is demonstrated in the publications.
2.2.1 Electrodermal Activity
Electrodermal activity (EDA), also known as skin conductance (SC), is, to
put it simply, measurement of sweating or, to be more precise, a measure
of the changes in electrical properties of the skin due to sweating. Human
skin contains two types of sweat glands: the apocrine and the eccrine. The
apocrine glands, which are found in the genital areas and armpits, have to
do with thermal regulation and are not of interest in a psychophysiological
context. The eccrine glands, located in the palms of the hands and soles of
the feet, are of greater interest, because their activation is connected more
closely with emotional reactions than with temperature (Andreassi, 2000).
Traditionally, EDA has been seen as an indicator of arousal: arousal
causes the activation of eccrine glands, which increases skin conductivity –
that is, EDA (Bradley and Lang, 2000). However, EDA is also linked to
specific short-term events, such as an orienting reaction to novel stimuli,
mental workload, and cognitive appraisal of a stimulus. For Publication
IV, EDA was used to classify content as “relevant.” This signal can be
useful for a large number of use cases, but, since it is connected to so many
psychological events, care must be taken not to mistakenly interpret an
orienting response as arousal, for example.
The EDA signal is a combination of two components: a slow, underlying
tonic signal and a faster phasic component that consists of event-related
“spikes” in the signal (Benedek and Kaernbach, 2010). In simple terms,
the larger the phasic spike in the EDA signal, the larger or stronger the
stimulus that caused it. Accordingly, analysis of the EDA signal usually
involves first trying to remove the effect of the underlying tonic component,
which is a combination of the underlying mood and stress level of the user,
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or perhaps changing external conditions, such as the temperature. There
are two main ways of doing the extraction. One is a crude method wherein
each spike is centered at its mean. There are some problems with the
simple approach, mainly that of overlapping phasic spikes. A single phasic
spike has a shape that slopes upward rapidly and then slowly returns to
the tonic level, but if the user experiences several stimuli or events in fast
progression, there can be several phasic spikes, each building on top of the
one before it. Deconvolution-based algorithms exist that can separate the
phasic spikes from one another, but they are somewhat slow and are not
really suitable for a real-world application that needs to process the spikes
as they occur (Benedek and Kaernbach, 2010).
Figure 2.1: EDA sensor attached to the medial phalanges of the ring and
little finger.
In the studies reported on in the publications, EDA was used to predict
investment decisions in a poker game (Publication II); as one of the signals
used to cluster user behavior for game design (Publication VI); and to
implicitly annotate relevance (Publication IV), affects (Publication IV),
and humor (Publication V).
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2.2.2 Electromyography
Electromyography refers to measuring and recording of muscle potentials,
specifically the activity associated with muscle contractions (Tassinary and
Cacioppo, 2000). The recording can be done either by placing an electrode
needle directly into the muscle or via a surface electrode. In HCI settings,
the surface method is almost always chosen, on account of its noninvasive
nature. The EMG signal is generated by muscle action potentials spreading
over skeletal cells after a neural stimulation. Detection of a momentary
difference in potential between electrodes spaced over the muscle indicates a
wave of depolarization following a muscle contraction. In a skeletal muscle,
all cells fire simultaneously when the muscle is activated, yet the distance
from cells in each part of the muscle to the electrodes varies, thereby causing
the EMG signal to be not a single spike but a wave of signals arriving
slightly apart. Accordingly, the signal is usually taken as an integrated
value over time.
While any muscle could provide interesting opportunities for physiologi-
cal computing, much of the research has traditionally concentrated on facial
muscles, since these give fast, reliable, and accurate indicators. Indeed, fa-
cial EMG can even detect muscle activity that is not visually perceptible
(Ravaja, 2004). Three specific muscles have become the de facto locations
in psychophysiological research: the corrugator supercilii (CS), above the
eye; the orbicularis oculi (OO), beneath the eye; and the zygomaticus ma-
jor (ZM), in the cheek. Activity of the CS has been linked to negative
valence and concentration, while that of the other two indicates positive
valence.
EMG was used for Publication IV’s study, in which CS activity was
used to annotate relevance of articles, and for Publication VI, for which it,
CS, OO, and ZM were used to cluster user behavior for game design.
2.2.3 Electrocardiography
Heart rate is arguably the most well-known of the physiological metrics,
and the relationship between heart activity and emotions has been known
since ancients times. In psychophysiology, the research usually centers on
the interpretation of heart rate and its aggregates, such as heart-rate vari-
ability. There are several possible ways of recording heart rate, among them
photoplethysmography (PLG) (Allen, 2007), in which the recording is done
by passing light through tissue such as a finger, and ballistocardiography,
which can measure heart rate from the chair or bed a user is resting on by
detecting the minute mechanical movement of the user’s body caused by
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Figure 2.2: Facial EMG sensors for, from top to bottom, the corrugator
supercilii, orbicularis oculi, and zygomaticus major muscles.
each heartbeat (Anttonen and Surakka, 2005). Recently it has been shown
that heart rate can even be detected with a low-cost web cam and facial
video recordings through detection of subtle light changes in a fashion sim-
ilar to PLG’s (Bousefsaf et al., 2014). However, by far the most common
technique for measuring heart rate is to record the electrical activity of the
heart by using electrocardiography (EKG). From a practical perspective,
heart rate is a highly useful signal because it is already recorded by a wide
variety of consumer fitness devices (Gamelin et al., 2006).
The heart is unique in that it is influenced by both the sympathetic
and the parasympathetic nervous system. The sympathetic component,
which deals with “fight-or-flight” responses, usually increases the heart rate,
while the parasympathetic system, responsible for “rest-and-digest” behav-
ior, tends to decrease it (Cowley et al., 2016). Common features extracted
from ECG are heart rate (HR) and heart-rate variability (HRV) – which
can indicate, for example, mental workload (Cowley et al., 2016).
In Publication VII, ECG is used to create sonified heart-rate audio
biofeedback to assist poker players.
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2.2.4 Electroencephalography
Recording the brain activity directly has obvious appeal for applications
that depend on some mental or cognitive index such as perceived rele-
vance, as compared with signals of peripheral physiology (e.g., EDA), which
are only indirect expressions of the cognitive/affective reactions that occur
in the brain. There are several ways of measuring the brain activity di-
rectly. Among them are magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), magnetoen-
cephalography (MEG), positron emission tomography (PET), functional
near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), and electroencephalography (EEG).
Some of the imaging technologies, such as MRI, MEG, and PET, require
bulky equipment and are not suitable for physiological computing. While
fNIRS has been successfully applied in fields such as brain–computer in-
terfaces and shows a large amount of potential (Solovey et al., 2015), most
research and development in physiological computing surrounds EEG, and
indeed EEG was the technology used for the publications.
Analysis of the EEG signal is divided sharply into two kinds: the signal
can be analyzed in either the frequency or the time domain. In frequency-
domain analysis, rhythmic oscillations in the brain are measured. The
exact cause of these oscillations is still debated, but they have been found
to be relevant for at least coding information, setting and modulating brain
attentional states, and ensuring communication between neuronal popula-
tions around the brain (da Silva, 2013). Several specific oscillation bands
have been defined, such as the delta (0.2–3.5 Hz), theta (4–7.5 Hz), al-
pha (8–13 Hz), beta (14–30 Hz), and gamma (30–90 Hz), and each has
its own interpretations for metrics. For example, increased alpha activity
is an indicator of relaxation. Also, the difference in oscillation between
certain sites in the brain can be an important metric, as in the case of
frontal asymmetry. The domain of frequency-based EEG analysis is vast,
and the interested reader is directed to other work (Cowley et al., 2016;
Cacioppo et al., 2007; da Silva, 2013) for details. For Publication I, alpha
and delta activity were used as biofeedback signals, while for Publication
V, gamma-band activity was found to be highly correlated with how funny
people found media content they were browsing.
The other way to interpret the EEG signal is to analyze it in the time
domain, ignoring any frequency patterns. These time-locked analyses deal
with what are known as event-related potentials (ERPs), which are neu-
ronal potentials that occur in a certain time window after an event has
occurred. Usually, these potentials are so weak – and the signal so full of
noise – that a stimulus is presented multiple times and the EEG response
averaged to get a statistical ERP mean. All ERPs are named on the basis
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Figure 2.3: Example of EEG recording from Publication III.
of whether the potential is negative or instead positive and with an indi-
cation of the associated time delay, so, for instance, a positive ERP that
occurs 300 milliseconds after the event is labeled as P300. A very large
amount of research has been done in relation to the various ERPs, some-
thing that Luck refers to in his book as “ERPology” (Luck, 2014). Detailed
description of these too is beyond the scope of this thesis.
We used ERP-based analysis for Publication III, where it was utilized
to predict the relevance of keywords.
2.3 Physiological Computing
Physiological computing is a mode of HCI wherein the interaction depends
on measurement of and response to the physiological activity of the user in
real time (Fairclough, 2009). This process usually takes place as a series of
steps: Firstly, one of the signals described earlier in the chapter is selected –
for instance, skin conductance. Then some quantifiable metrics or features
are calculated from the signal, such as the amplitude of a phasic spike in
the case of EDA. These metrics then are usually interpreted as representing
some user state (such as arousal), and some logic for how the system should
react to that state is decided upon on this basis.
Alternatively, the steps may be followed in reverse order. In this case,
an application type is chosen – for example, an emotion-adaptive music
recommendation system – and then the emotions that are considered im-
portant for music recommendation are selected, after which the literature
is consulted to ascertain which metrics and signals are best suited to recog-
nition of these specific emotions. These steps are reasonably stable across
use cases and form the basis of the analytical framework that is introduced
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in Chapter 3 of this thesis. Here, we confine ourselves to a brief survey of
types of physiological computing applications.
2.3.1 The Four Categories of Physiological Computing
Physiological computing applications can broadly be split into four (con-
ceptual) categories (Cowley et al., 2016), though in practice most physi-
ological computing has been of the classification type (category 1 below)
while the fourth category (entrainment) is a somewhat niche area that one
might argue is hardly part of physiological computing at all. Below, we
offer short descriptions of the categories along with how they are present
in the publications that form part of this thesis.
I. Classification
Most physiological computing is based on classifying the affective and
cognitive state of the user in line with various physiological signals.
For example, a recommender system needs to label, or classify, the
affective state of the user during the interaction so that it can recom-
mend items that seem to cause more emotionally positive reactions.
For Publication III, we used EEG data to classify words as relevant or
irrelevant. In Publication IV, EDA is used to classify text as relevant
as well as classify it on the affective scale. For Publication V, we used
EDA, EEG, and EKG to assess whether the user found a comic strip
funny or not.
II. Prediction
Prediction of the behavior of a user has many potential applications,
including detection of whether a driver or pilot is about to fall asleep
or experience a medical emergency such as an epileptic seizure. In
Publication II, we present predicting users’ behavior in an investment
situation: will the user bet or not?
III. Biofeedback
Biofeedback has a long tradition in the clinical setting, where it has
been used to treat various disorders, both physical and mental. For
Publication I, we used biofeedback in combination with a virtual-
reality setting to generate a meditation environment that enables a
deeper level of meditative experience by means of the user being di-
rectly conscious of his or her brain activity, which is fed back as
changes in the virtual reality.
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IV. Entrainment In entrainment, a user’s physiological state is manip-
ulated by an audio or visual signal toward some desired state, such
as relaxation or concentration. Because the entrainment process is
rather straightforward and does not demand any computation (for
example, when the user simply listens to an audio file), the author
would argue that entrainment is more a tool that could be used in
physiological computing than a category of it.
Category Application Signals Publications
Classification Annotation, games EDA, EEG, EKG II, IV, VI
Prediction Games, annotation EDA, EKG, EEG II, III, V
Biofeedback Meditation, games EEG, EKG I, VII
Entrainment - - -
Figure 2.4: The categories of physiological computing addressed in the
publications.
2.4 Affective Computing
Affective computing is a field that overlaps with physiological computing.
Most of what can be considered affective computing is physiological com-
puting, and vice versa.
In her book Affective Computing, one of the founders of the field, Ros-
alind Picard, defines affective computing as “[c]omputing that relates to,
arises from, or deliberately influences emotions [...]. Affective computing
includes implementing emotions, and there can aid the development and
testing of new and old emotion theories. Affective computing also includes
many other things, such as giving a computer the ability to recognize and
express emotions, developing its ability to respond intelligently to human
emotion, and enabling it to regulate and utilize its emotions” (Picard,
1997). The element that is most relevant to physiological computing is
giving computers the ability to recognize human emotions, which can be
done in real time by means of physiological sensors. So, in one sense it
can be said that physiological computing is an indispensable tool in the
arsenal of affective computing. However, it could be said also that affective
computing represents just one subset of the logic and application layers of
physiological computing: it is one conceptual framework for interpreting
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indices such as arousal that come from the index layer below. Affective
computing, however, is not simply part of physiological computing; it is
possible for affective computing systems to utilize indices and context in-
formation not based on physiology.
One major inspiration for affective computing was recognition of how
much of our everyday communication is non-verbal while computers are
completely unable to comprehend this kind of information. The benefits of
being able to measure affective information of the nature would be twofold:
the communication bandwidth from human to computer would increase
dramatically, and also it would give the computer a kind of affective context
information on what the mood of the user is. Whether the computer should
offer assistance or, instead, perhaps stay silent might depend greatly on the
type of emotions present in the user.
2.4.1 Emotion Theories and Definitions
Emotions, moods, and “affects” are mentioned throughout the thesis, not
only in the affective computing section, so it is worth addressing the fact
that there is a large amount of ambiguity as to their exact meaning. Indeed,
there is, as there has been since ancient times, a large amount of debate
and disagreement on their definitions and theories based on them. On the
other hand, in common parlance, there is often no disagreement at all, with
the terms getting used interchangeably (Batson et al., 1992).
Ekkekakis (2012) divided the affective phenomena into three groups:
• Core affect: The primitive, underlying non-reflective feeling often
accompanying mood and emotion but not necessarily always avail-
able to consciousness. I can also appear alone without mood or emo-
tion. Examples of core affect include pleasure, relaxation, tension,
and tiredness. As an example of how these can be utilized in physio-
logical computing, for Publication I relaxation was used as a user state
representation during meditation in virtual reality, and the amount
of relaxation was connected to the ability to levitate in the virtual
world.
• Emotion: Emotion is defined as complex inter-related sub-events
directed toward a stimulus (in contrast to core affects, which might
have no specific target or object). Emotion also needs to generate
overt behavior congruent with the emotion (e.g., a smile) and be
connected with a cognitive appraisal of the stimulus and its meaning
and implications. As one example of how emotions can be used in
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physiological computing, for Publication IV the emotional reaction
to media content was recorded.
• Mood: Mood differs from emotions in that it is usually longer-term
and often more global instead of having a specific object as emotions
do. Since mood is more of a long-term effect, physiological computing
that utilizes moods would have to have a biocybernetic loop that
might operate at a slower tempo than usual. One example might be
a mindfulness mood journal that gives the individual users feedback
on their day-to-day moods.
Sometimes, instead of labeling emotions by category (as, for instance,
fear or happiness), it is more useful to think of the affective phenomena as
a continuous space. This can be especially useful in quantitative analysis
and for some machine learning algorithms that are more suitable for such
a continuous and analytic model. The most common such model is the
circumplex model of emotion (Larsen and Diener, 1992), which maps the
affective phenomena in two-dimensional space of arousal and valence. One
benefit of the dimensional model is that it corresponds well with the phys-
iological emotion models and is often used in psychophysiological studies
(Lang, 1995).
2.4.2 Decision-Making and Emotions
The traditional view of decision-making posits that emotions and decisions
should be kept separate, that emotions can only distort the decision-making
process; people have been asked to “think calmly” and “keep a cool head”
when making decisions. However, it has been demonstrated that emotions
are an essential and mandatory ingredient in the decision-making process:
research on patients with brain lesions that disrupt emotions has shown
that emotions are an essential part of decision-making. These patients, who
had normal levels of intelligence but lacked emotions, were often incapable
of even rudimentary decision-making, frequently “getting stuck” without
being able to decide which of two options to choose and hence ending up
in a kind of endless loop, for they did not even feel boredom that would
help them recognize that it was time to quit pondering (Damasio, 1994;
Bechara and Damasio, 2005). In more serious decision-making scenarios,
such as stock trading, these patients might not be able to learn that a
certain investment was bad and could well just keep investing.
To explain this connection between emotions and decision-making, Dama-
sio et al. (1996) proposed the somatic marker hypothesis (SMH), which
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Figure 2.5: Dimensional model of emotions.
postulates that situations and decisions elicit emotions that, in turn, gen-
erate bodily, or somatic, responses such as increased heart rate and skin
conductivity. The somatic responses can then get associated with these
decisions. These somatic markings then act as a kind of heuristic in future
decision-making: a decision that has in the past led to negative outcomes
becomes marked with a negative somatic response, which leads to avoiding
the decision or response. Similarly, situations that have in the past been
positively marked can prompt decision-makers to choose actions that lead
to these positive outcomes.
If correct, the somatic marker hypothesis leads to interesting possi-
bilities for physiological computing: the somatic markers that guide the
decision-making are first expressed as physiological states that are then in-
terpreted by the decision-making process. These physiological states can
also be captured by recording the physiological signals of the user. Thus,
by observing which somatic marker, or physiological representation of an
emotion, is elicited before a decision is made, the system can potentially
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predict what type of decision the user will make. For example, if in observ-
ing a stock trader a very large positive emotional response is detected, it
could be predicted that the broker is going to make an investment decision.
In Publication II, behavior of poker players is reported upon in relation to
making decisions on whether to bet or not, and it can be seen that phys-
iological responses such as skin conductivity correlated with the player’s
decisions.
2.5 Wearable Computing
Wearable computing, designing miniature body-borne computational and
sensory devices, naturally complements physiological computing. Designing
physiological sensors that can be worn as part of everyday clothing instead
of being hooked into a non-portable laboratory recording device allows
physiological computing to move into the real world. Physiological sensors
have already been successfully integrated into “smart clothing,” including
armbands (Krause et al., 2003; Lisetti and Nasoz, 2004), shirts (Lee and
Chung, 2009), vests (Pandian et al., 2008), and gloves (Ryoo et al., 2005;
Peter et al., 2005). Furthermore, it is not always necessary to create new
sensors: existing sensors, such as the fitness market’s heart-rate bands, can
be used in combination with a smartphone or tablet to enable wearable
computing applications without additional hardware investments (Healey
and Logan, 2005; Oliver and Flores-Mangas, 2006). Also, as the sensory
technologies progress, wearable solutions become more and more feasible;
for example, wireless versions of EEG have been proven suitable for real-
time acquisition and analysis of mental states (Berka et al., 2004).
Wearable computing is especially important for this thesis because of
the work’s core aim of examining how physiological computing can be uti-
lized across various domains of day-to-day activities. While the empirical
studies reported upon in this thesis were done in a laboratory setting, the
applications could be reproduced via only wearable devices.
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Chapter 3
Research Questions and Method
Physiological computing is a constantly developing and highly varied field
of HCI that is still extremely unorganized. To aid in future development
and research in physiological computing, a comprehensive view of the whole
field is needed that allows transfer of knowledge between projects and re-
search groups. So as to facilitate a broader view, the research questions
directed toward exploring physiological computing from three perspectives
that complement each other and can together answer basic questions such
as when, why, where, and how to use physiological computing.
In this chapter, the rationale for selecting the research method chosen
is described. Then the research questions are introduced, along with a five-
layer analytical framework that is used to delve into those questions. In
the remainder of the thesis, the framework is used to answer the research
question as well as show the similarities and differences in physiological
computing across application areas and domains.
3.1 Research Methods
The research methodology in this thesis has two levels. Firstly, each of
the publications presents a separate case study, with each employing con-
structive research as outlined in Herbert Simon’s Sciences of the Artificial
(Simon, 1996). The method is also know as design science (Peffers et al.,
2007). Each of the studies is then further compared to the others by means
of a multiple-case-study research design. Below, we will describe the con-
structive process used in the separate case studies, then address how the
multiple-case-study design is used to compare among the individual studies.
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3.1.1 Design Science
The design science research process involves six steps (Lehtiranta et al.,
2015; Peffers et al., 2007): (1) selecting a problem that is practically rele-
vant, (2) obtaining preliminary understanding of the topic, (3) design and
development, (4) testing and demonstration, (5) evaluation, and (6) com-
munication and dissemination of the results. For the sake of brevity, we
describe how these steps were implemented in one of the eight case studies,
and the details of the other case studies can be found in the accompanying
publications. As an example here, we use Publication I, on the neuroadap-
tive meditation system RelaWorld.
Problem Identification
It has been shown that meditation, especially mindfulness meditation, has
a wide range of benefits, such as stress reduction (Grossman et al., 2004).
However, a problem was identified in that it is often difficult to find suitable
space for meditation devoid of visual and auditory distractions, especially
during busy office life. The task was, therefore, to explore how virtual
reality, as well as wearable physiological computing in the form of neuro-
feedback, could be used to facilitate novice meditators in their everyday
environments.
Obtaining Preliminary Understanding of the Topic
To obtain the initial understanding, a thorough literature review was per-
formed. Because the topic was highly multidisciplinary, the literature re-
view was broken down into specific topics. Firstly, various meditation prac-
tices and traditions were explored to find out what would be the most suit-
able techniques both for virtual reality and for the empirical user study
that would be conducted to validate the result. Secondly, the literature
on existing technological meditation aids and previous experiments on as-
sisted meditation was surveyed. Thirdly, the literature pertaining to the
use of neurofeedback for meditation and also for clinical treatment of rel-
evant conditions such as stress and depression were studied. Finally, the
bodies of knowledge obtained from all the separate literature reviews were
combined to design the optimal system.
Design and Development
The third step involved the actual construction of the artifact being studied,
in this case the virtual-reality neuroadaptive meditation system. The setup
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was composed of two main parts. The “back-end” was responsible for
recording the EEG signals, processing them into a suitable format, and
delivering them to the “front-end” responsible for the virtual reality. The
signals had to be pre-processed to remove noise and artifacts, after which
the relevant frequency bands were extracted and converted into a stream
of two values, reflecting both the relaxation and the concentration of the
user. These values were then sent to the Unity3D game engine responsible
for implementation of the virtual meditation chamber.
Testing and Demonstration
To test the system, a user study was run with 43 participants who used
the neuroadaptive virtual-reality meditation system to perform two distinct
meditation exercises.
Evaluation
The system was evaluated in comparison with a control condition wherein
the same meditation exercises were performed via a normal computer mon-
itor instead of virtual reality and without any neurofeedback. Perfor-
mance was measured via two questionnaires, measuring both the success
of the meditation itself and sense of presence, an index that has been
linked to the ability of virtual-reality systems to elicit positive change (Riva
et al., 2015). Both questionnaires showed increased performance during the
virtual-reality neurofeedback as compared to the control condition.
Communication and Dissemination of the Results
The results and the description of the system design were communicated
and disseminated by a publication presented at a high-level conference (see
Publication I in this thesis). A similar pattern can be identified in all of
the other case studies described in the publications included in the thesis.
These case studies will be compared to each other by means of the multiple-
case design described in the next section.
3.1.2 Research Design: Case Studies
According to Yin (Yin, 2013), a case study is an
“empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within
its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon
and context are not clearly evident.”
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In this thesis, we examine the contemporary phenomenon of physiolog-
ical computing as it is utilized in various real-life contexts. Furthermore,
the thesis explores boundaries on two levels. Firstly, the biocybernetic loop
ties the context and user together such that they are not always trivial to
decouple. More importantly, one of the main drivers for this thesis was a
desire to study the internal boundaries that exist between the individual
levels in the design of physiological computing: the boundary between the
raw physiological signals and the features extracted from them, the bound-
ary between the formal metrics and the cognitive/affective constructs that
are derived from them, and so on. Indeed, the concept of “boundary,”
or “interface,” is central to the sciences of the artificial: an artifact is an
interface between the inner and outer environment (Simon, 1996).
The research extends across all levels of artificiality, since the lowest
level of the model can be studied as phenomena of natural science: the task
is to describe the physiological signals as they are. However, as we move
to the higher layers in the analytical model, the concepts studied become
increasingly artificial and also the question shifts from what to how: the
lower levels involve what IS, while the the logic and the application layers
deal with “ought.” To paraphrase Simon, “[e]ngineering [...] is concerned
not with the necessary but with the contingent – not with how things are
but with how they might be – in short, design” (Simon, 1996).
Therefore, the research method has to take into account this broad
spectrum of requirements: the need to examine the “real” physiological
phenomena of psychophysiological signals, while the design-driven, artifi-
cial abstractions of the physiological computing applications build on cogni-
tive/affective constructs that are partly natural and partly artificial. Case
studies were chosen as the research method because this approach is suit-
able when “the theory is weak, occurrences are still scarce and application
variations numerous” (Jenkins, 1985). Case studies are also suitable for ad-
dressing research questions that start with “how” and “why” (Yin, 2013).
The design of case studies proceeds in three steps: the case is defined;
then, the type of the study design is chosen; and, finally, the role of existing
theory is considered. In this thesis, the “case” represents an application of
physiological computing, and each case contains as embedded sub-cases the
various layers of the analytical framework introduced in Section 3.3. The
complete design follows a multiple-case design with embedded units as seen
in Figure 3.1.
The final step in designing a case study is deciding whether to use ex-
isting theories in developing the research questions, selecting cases, and
determining which data are relevant (Yin, 2013). This thesis relies heavily
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Figure 3.1: Types of case-study designs, from Yin (2013) – the approach
for this thesis follows the multiple-case design with embedded sub-units,
marked in green in the figure.
on previous work by Pope et al. (1995), Fairclough (2009), and Cowley
et al. (2016), alongside others (Novak et al., 2012). The five-layer analyt-
ical model that forms the embedded sub-units is built on these existing
foundations.
3.2 Research Questions
Work to answer the research questions led us to examine the field of physio-
logical computing from the three key perspectives, which can be formulated
via those three questions as presented below.
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Motivation for Research Question 1
The first research question was motivated by the realization that the origi-
nal definition of the biocybernetic loop was not sufficient to describe all or
even most use cases of physiological computing: the idea that the physio-
logical signals need to loop back to the user in real time is too restrictive.
Out of the eight case studies included in this thesis, only half follow the
“immediate feedback to the user” pattern. The “feedback” can be directed
instead to the designers of future systems as well as to benefit other users
of the system (see Figure 3.2). With the first research question, there-
fore, we aimed to explore how the concept of the biocybernetic loop can be
extended.
Figure 3.2: Three types of biocybernetic loop.
Research Question 1: How Physiological Computing Can Be Ex-
tended beyond the Primitive Biocybernetic Loop
The first research question asks why and when physiological computing is a
suitable approach. Several distinct roles that physiological computing can
take, such as that of a tool in annotating data for recommender systems
and of an aid in technology design, are identified and explored. We also
explore various ways the biocybernetic loop can be implemented.
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Motivation for Research Question 2
One of the most critical questions in designing physiological computing
applications is the decision on how the physiological signals should be in-
terpreted – that is, what kind of representation of user state should be
used for mapping the physiological signals. Sometimes a very complicated
cognitive/affective construct can be suitable whereas at other times a very
simple, even binary, aroused vs. not-aroused representation may suffice.
Therefore, the second research question was designed for exploring whether
and how the requirements for the user representation vary as the dynamics
of the biocybernetic loop change.
Research Question 2: How the Representation of the Psychophys-
iological State Varies As the Dynamics of the Biocybernetic Loop
Change
Physiological computing is based on measuring and adapting to the phys-
iological states of the user. However, there are diverse ways these states
can be interpreted from the raw physiological signals. The second research
question is intended to address the what question by exploring the uses
of various psychological and affective constructs that are used to capture
and model the user’s psychophysiological state. More specifically, with
this question we aimed to study how these representations vary when the
dynamics of the biocybernetic loop change.
Motivation for Research Question 3
It is often useful to delegate the interpretation of the signals, generation of
features, and even the user representation to machine learning algorithms.
This can lead to analytically optimal solutions but often also ignore expert
knowledge that could be used in deriving the features and deciding on the
user representation. Therefore, the third research question was designed
for considering whether the differences in the biocybernetic loop affect the
feasibility of machine learning approaches.
Research Question 3: How the Dynamics of the Biocybernetic
Loop and the Chosen Psychophysiological Representation Affect
the Choice of Machine Learning Methods
Physiological computing systems range from simple biofeedback systems,
wherein a given physiological signal is mapped directly to some audiovisual
cue, to very complicated ones in which several, very different physiological
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signals are combined for deriving higher-level affective and cognitive user
states that are used further to adapt the system in some way. The third
research question addresses the how and explores the various approaches
that can be taken when one is designing physiological computing systems.
Special attention is given to how different machine learning approaches are
utilized: sometimes PC systems are based on expert rules derived from the
literature such that a given change in a physiological signal is mapped to
specific action, while sometimes it is more useful to let the machine learn
the best possible way to adapt to the changes in the physiological signals.
3.3 The Five-Layer Model of Physiological Com-
puting
To help us answer the three research questions, an analytical framework was
designed to assist in understanding the differences and similarities between
the roles, states, and approaches to physiological computing.
With this thesis, we propose a model for physiological computing that
builds on the idea of the biocybernetic loop introduced by Pope et al.
(1995) and further developed by Fairclough (2009), as well as on the work
of Cowley et al. (2016), who derived cognitive and affective indices from
well-defined metrics generated from physiological signals. The layer model
is a well-known design pattern that allows for horizontal separation of con-
cerns, dividing the problem into self-sustained subproblems that can each
be solved separately (Goedicke, 1990).
The layers build on top of each other, with the lowest layer dealing
with the raw signals and the second layer extracting metrics or features
from those signals, which are then converted at the third layer into indices
representing cognitive or affective constructs. The fourth layer then com-
bines these outputs into decisions that help the fifth layer to implement
some kind of application.
Technically, there is also a sixth layer: the lowest layer contains the
actual physical measurement equipment, along with details on how and
where each signal should be measured. This layer encompasses such details
as what conductive pastes to use with the sensors and so on. These details
are beyond the scope of this thesis, and the interested reader can check the
work of Cacioppo et al. (2007). In principle, these details could also be
considered part of the signal layer.
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3.3.1 The Signal Layer
The first layer deals with the physiological signals that have been acquired
from the physiological sensors. At this point, the system is dealing with
time series of numbers – usually, one real number for each measurement
made. Since different signals are often sampled at different rates, the time
series can differ between signals in their numbers of values (for example,
EDA can be sampled 32 times per second, while EEG and EMG demand
sampling rates of 1,000/second or more). Also, some signals, such as the
EDA, have only one time-series, while EEG has one series for each electrode,
often up to 64 or even more.
One very important part of the signal layer is artifact rejection. For
example, the processing of EEG often has several steps, such as remov-
ing blinks, which cause artifacts and create noise in the data. Techniques
such as the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) have been successfully
applied (Hyva¨rinen et al., 2004) to separate signals corresponding to the
actual brain activity from those generated by eye movements. Another
common procedure is use of the deconvolution algorithm applied for the
EDA signal. Also, some generic cleaning is often necessary, such as ap-
plying a band-pass filter to remove the 50 Hz electrical interference caused
by all the electrical devices around us that use alternating current, which
also pulsates in all the electrical cabling around us. Again, such details are
not central to the topic of this thesis, and the interested reader can consult
Cacioppo et al. (2007).
The signal layer also deals with topics such as baselining and calibrating
the signals. Often when analyzing the signals, we are interested not in
absolute measures such as actual skin conductance in Siemens but in the
relative change of conductance during an experiment, because the absolute
level can change for irrelevant reasons such as room temperature. Hence,
at the signal layer the values are centered at some baseline so that they are
comparable.
3.3.2 The Metrics Layer
On the next level, the various metrics are extracted from the raw signals.
For example, an algorithm parses the raw time series of the EKG signal,
picking up the R-spikes that indicate heartbeat, and calculates the heart
rate, or, more precisely, the inter-beat interval. Numerous metrics have
been developed in psychophysiological research to quantify the activity of
the various physiological signals (Cowley et al., 2016). These formulations
distill the expert knowledge on the most relevant parts of the signals for
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physiological computing. For example, in the complicated EKG signal,
which contains several peaks, each with its own shape and amplitude, it has
been found that most salient information can be found simply by observing
the timing of the R-spikes in order to extract the heart rate. Each signal has
such implicit information embedded in the form of the metrics derived from
it. In using machine learning methods to automatically generate metrics
from a signal, this expert knowledge might not be utilized, but, on the other
hand, novel metrics might be found that have not yet been documented.
3.3.3 The Indices Layer
The indices layer deals with the conceptual interpretation of the psychophys-
iological phenomena: it addresses the question of whether emotions should
be interpreted categorically (as fear, anger, etc.) or dimensionally (e.g., va-
lence/arousal). The questions of core affect, mood, and emotion discussed
earlier are settled at the indices layer. At this layer, the metrics are used
to calculate indices that are useful for the application being developed. For
example, the SCR and SCL of EDA can translate to arousal, EEG alpha
activity to relaxation, and facial EMG to valence.
While some basic affective states such as “arousal” can be reasonably
straightforwardly derived from physiological signals, there is some disagree-
ment as to whether emotions have some universal signature that could
be used for detecting them (Kreibig, 2010). Barrett (2006) argued that,
since emotions are both context-dependent and constructed, finding a pri-
ori emotion-specific patterns of autonomic nervous system (ANS) activity
is improbable, while meta-analyses by Cacioppo et al. (2007) suggest the
possibility of a certain degree of autonomic specificity. Furthermore, some
of the indices are inherently context-bound. For example, for publications
III and IV, the index being detected is “relevance,” which does not make
any sense outside the context. One might say that relevance has inten-
tionality: something in the context is relevant, and talking about relevance
without the stimulus that is relevant is meaningless. Therefore, while it
might be true generally that emotions do not display a universal signature
of the ANS that is always the same for all users, that does not matter as
long as the physiological computing system being developed keeps track of
the context and claims only that in this given context, given this particular
stimulus, the ANS response for this particular emotion will be such and
such.
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3.3.4 The Logic Layer
The next layer, the logic layer, decides how the indices are going to be
used. In some applications, the logic layer might, for example, track the
user’s level of arousal and trigger some action if the user is getting too ex-
cited. Conversely, one of the classic examples of physiological computing is
measuring whether pilots or drivers are getting too sleepy to fly/drive and
alerting them if necessary. Also, it is possible to combine several indices,
possibly for different signals, to generate more intelligent behavior: if we
detect high arousal, we also want to know whether the user is showing signs
of positive or negative valence, which yield opposite interpretations for the
arousal. The logic layer also deals with context-awareness and multimodal-
ity – that is, combining input from physiological and non-physiological
sources.
Temporal patterns too can be handled at this layer. For example, a
hidden Markov model can be built to take into account not only the current
physiological state but also the history of such states. The lower levels are
primarily concerned with phasic, short-term events, while longer-term tonic
phenomena that might take place over a period of minutes can be captured
in the logic layer.
More importantly for this thesis, the logic layer is where the differences
in the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop occur. Here the information
coming from the indices layer is interpreted, and, on the basis of the loop
type, either used to adapt the system for the user in real time or forwarded
to a recommender system to improve recommendations for all users, as
in the case of affective annotation for collaborative filtering. Or perhaps
the stimulus–response pair is simply stored for the designers to use as a
guide for further development of the system, in which case the adaptation
happens at much slower pace.
3.3.5 The Application Layer
The last layer is the application layer, which implements the actual phys-
iological computing application. This final layer implements the four cat-
egories of physiological computing: classification, prediction, biofeedback,
and entrainment, utilizing the capabilities provided by the logic layer below.
3.3.6 The Full Model
A great deal of confusion exists as to the exact meaning of concepts such as
analytical framework, theoretical framework, conceptual framework, the-
ory, and model. The framework described in this thesis shares much in
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common with the definition of conceptual framework by Miles and Huber-
man (1994):
A conceptual framework explains, either graphically or in narrative form,
the main things to be studied – the key factors, variables, or constructs –
and the presumed interrelationships among them.
However, Ravitch and Riggan (2016) list three other definitions of con-
ceptual framework:
• A conceptual framework can be a visual representation of a study’s
organization and major theoretical tenets
• It may be a combination of all the elements of a research process,
including the disposition, interest, and positionality of the researcher
• “Conceptual framework” can be just another term for a theoretical
framework, in which case the meaning of “conceptual framework”
largely depends on what constitutes theory
The framework described in this thesis is a bricolage of all these themes.
It is intended to create an analytical framework that is helpful both for de-
signing experiments in physiological computing and for serving as a type of
“design pattern” for application developers hoping to harness the possibil-
ities of these novel technologies. For the sake of simplicity, the framework
shall be simply called the analytical framework here.
Layer Description
Application Deals with the implementation details of the actual sys-
tem, whether it be for classification (annotation), predic-
tion, biofeedback, or entrainment.
Logic Concerned with topics such as signal fusion (combining in-
put from several physiological signals) as well as context
information, user profiling, and multimodality in general.
The logic of the biocybernetic loop is contained in this layer
and suitable feedback and adaptation specified.
Indices Uses the metrics to generate indices of the user’s psy-
chophysiological state, such as arousal and concentration.
At this layer, the various emotional models and cognitive
frameworks are considered.
Metrics Uses metrics calculated from the raw signals, such as the
amplitude of phasic spikes in EDA or the frequency-band
powers in EEG.
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Signals Contains low-level details of physiological signals, such as
EDA, EEG, and EKG. The layer involves details such as
sampling rates and sensor locations (e.g., which EEG sensor
locations are suitable for certain purposes).
Table 3.1: The Five-Layer Analytical Framework for Physio-
logical Computing.
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Chapter 4
Empirical Studies
In this chapter, we describe the application areas where we have employed
physiological computing. For each area, we first give a brief description of
the area in general, which is followed by presentation of related work show-
ing how others have approached physiological computing in this domain.
Then we describe our studies and how they tie in with the research ques-
tions, including what physiological signals were used and what indices and
metrics were derived. Then we offer our findings. Each of the case stud-
ies provides its own part of the answer to the research questions. These
partials are combined into a holistic view in Chapter 5.
4.1 Games
Games are an interesting application area to study, for at least two reasons.
The first is that the games industry has become one of the biggest forms of
entertainment, if not the biggest, in terms of revenue, so it is worth study-
ing games simply to learn how to make new and better ones. The first
publication therefore concentrates on pure video gaming and on how phys-
iological computing can be applied to this domain. With that publication,
the aim was not to uncover how to use physiological computing in gam-
ing application itself but to consider how physiological computing can be
used by game designers to analyze existing game designs and create better
games. This publication stands out also in that unsupervised learning was
used to analyze the physiological and behavioral data during game play.
Another reason to study games is that much in our everyday activities
has game-like aspects and qualities. Finding the fastest route to work and
driving as fuel-efficiently as possible is very much a game. Weight-loss
programs, diets, and exercise systems too can easily be seen as game-like.
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Indeed, there is a whole branch of science that studies “gamification”: how
to make everyday activities more like games (Deterding et al., 2011).
Accordingly, the second publication on this topic concentrates on a
specific situation that arises both in games and in serious real-life settings:
investing. In the most general sense, this is something that happens in
our life frequently: we “invest” in some resource with the expectation of
some return with some probability. In the publication, we look at the act
of investment in the game of poker, and at how a player’s physiology can
be used to predict what kind of investment decision will be made (that is,
whether the player will bet and how much) given the type of hand (which
indicates the player’s belief in how successful the investment is going to be)
he or she has.
Poker serves as an interesting test case because it is a combination of
playful activity with often very serious investment-related decision-making.
In fact, very few other asset-investment scenarios demand such rapid decision-
making as online poker. Whereas a professional stock trader might make
several investment decisions in minutes, the online poker player may make
several decisions within seconds. Indeed, online poker could be described as
a micro-level economic decision-making environment that allows assessment
of behavior under conditions of risk and uncertainty (Siler, 2010).
In addition to studying physiological behavior during the micro-invest-
ment decisions of poker, the experiment involved a biofeedback component
to assess whether the decision-making could be supported by real-time feed-
back on the user’s physiological state. It is a well-known fact that losing
emotional control, or going into “tilt,” is a major issue in the game of poker
(Browne, 1989). That is, after a big loss, players can go into a state of anx-
ious excitement that leads, through suboptimal decision-making, to further
losses. To prevent this kind of chain effect, the players were given feedback
on their arousal level through sonified heart rate. The idea was that the
audio feedback would alert players when they were too aroused and thereby
allow them to regain control. The results of this audio biofeedback work
are reported on in Publication VII.
4.1.1 Background and Related Work
Physiological computing has been used to augment games in several ways.
One classic example is dynamic difficulty adjustment (DDA), wherein phys-
iological feedback from the user is used to calibrate the difficulty of the
game such that it provides the optimal challenge. Ewing et al. (2016)
used theta and alpha EEG activity to tune game demandingness, while Liu
et al. (2009) used EDA, EMG, and EKG to automatically detect anxiety
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and adjust the game difficulty accordingly. The latter resulted in a small
improvement in performance and self-reported experience rating relative
to a difficulty adjustment system based on player performance. Attempts
have been made to combine an even larger number of physiological signals,
among them respiration, for better performance of DDA systems (Chanel
et al., 2011; Tijs et al., 2008).
Being able to objectively measure the user’s emotional state during
game play, or in interaction with any entertainment technology, is crucial
because what is most important for successful user experience is not the
outcome but the process of playing (Pagulayan et al., 2002). That is, often
the emotional state of the user is simply a proxy: we wish to optimize the
user’s cognitive and affective state so that they can perform this or that
task better. However, in the case of entertainment, user state is itself the
target of the optimization.
Various methods have been utilized in automated emotion detection
during game play: Mandryk and Atkins (2007) used fuzzy logic to process
EMG, EDA, and HR into valence and arousal, which were then modeled
into categories such as fun, challenge, boredom, and frustration. There have
also been attempts to predict the type of physiological response a user will
display on the basis of interactive events: McQuiggan et al. (2006) utilized
decision trees and Bayesian methods to predict EDA and cardiac signals in
accordance with the situational context in the interactive environment.
In addition, physiological computing has been used to enhance spe-
cific game elements such as the camera vantage points. Yannakakis et al.
(2010) derived affective states such as boredom, frustration, excitement,
and anxiety from physiological signals (heart rate, blood volume pulse,
and skin conductance) to predict the preferences of players for particular
camera settings. They further discuss the possibility of real-time adaptive
affective camera control based on physiological measurements. Similarly,
Yannakakis and Hallam (2008) studied children’s play preferences during
physical games by recording physiological signals (again, heart rate, blood
volume pulse, and skin conductance) to predict their game preferences.
Games can also be used to aid in reaching traditional biofeedback goals.
For instance, Bersak et al. (2001) helped players to relax by designing a
game where two people compete in a racing video game that measures the
relaxation level of the players, with the player who is more able to relax
winning. Similar gamification techniques could be combined with other,
traditional biofeedback tasks to make them more engaging.
Other possible uses for physiological computing in gaming contexts in-
clude automatic adaptation of the game atmosphere. In a horror game, for
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instance, the excitement level of the player might be used to maximize the
effect of fear inducement. Dekker and Champion (2007) designed a game
that was dynamically adapted to players’ physiological state (as measured
via EDA) to increase the cinematically augmented “horror” elements: the
game adapted its shaders, screen shaking, and creation of new monsters on
the basis of the player’s physiological responses.
Games also provide an interesting testing ground for considering the
applicability of implicit vs. explicit biofeedback in real-time interaction.
Kuikkaniemi et al. (2010) studied how implicitly adapting a first-person
shooter game affected the gaming experience relative to a situation wherein
players were aware of the biofeedback and were able to consciously attempt
to control it. It was found that players preferred the added control of being
explicitly aware of the biofeedback process.
4.1.2 The Studies
In this thesis, we explore games from three distinct perspectives. In Publi-
cation VI, we look at how physiological computing can be utilized by game
developers: by means of unsupervised learning techniques, the physiologi-
cal responses of players are clustered to show that separation between game
events can be based solely on the physiological responses. With publica-
tions II and VII, a biofeedback poker experiment is studied in two ways:
We explore how physiological signals can be used to predict investment
decisions – that is, whether the player bets or not. Secondly, we show
that sonified heart-rate biofeedback can be successfully used by players for
emotion regulation during game play.
Study 1: Game Design Patterns
Study 1, presented in Publication VI, is part of a larger effort to build a
design framework for game designers that includes analysis of player phys-
iology, game patterns, and design principles. What is most relevant for
the purposes of this thesis is analysis of physiological signals of players for
extraction of patterns of physiological activity that might be relevant for
designers. Data were collected from participants playing the game Super
Monkey Ball. The physiological signals that were recorded included EDA,
fEMG (CS, OO, ZM), and EKG.
Two types of analyses were conducted. Firstly, physiological responses
around all important game events were collected in time series of eight sec-
onds, creating a matrix of 5x8 values, one value for each signal at each
time point. The data were then clustered via the well-known K-means al-
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gorithm, and it was shown that the clusters found in the physiological data
corresponded with the most important game events. What makes this
analysis particularly interesting is that an unsupervised machine learning
algorithm, the K-means algorithm, was used to cluster the unlabeled phys-
iological data.
In the second analysis, the problem of overlapping events was tackled
in a novel way. One problem with such a rapidly paced and complicated
stimulus complex as video games is that the events that cause physiological
responses often occur close in time, so the physiological responses overlap.
Separating the overlapping physiological responses is a challenging problem.
Researchers have attempted to address it in various ways, with perhaps the
most important being the deconvolution approaches in EDA signal anal-
ysis, which use mathematical tools to separate among several overlapping
phasic spikes of EDA activity (Benedek and Kaernbach, 2010). However,
a different approach was tested in this study: instead of trying to separate
the individual responses, we clustered the overlapping events into “meta-
events,” and the physiological response to the whole cluster of events was
considered as one response to one event. An unsupervised learning algo-
rithm, the FP-growth algorithm, was used to cluster events that regularly
occurred together as meta-events.
Layer Description
Application Extraction of design patterns relevant for game design
Logic Clustering of frequent patterns in physiological data
Indices Unsupervised machine learning
Metrics SCP, CS, ZM, OO, IBI
Signals EDA, EMG, EKG
Table 4.1: Case Study 1, from Publication VI: Game Design
Patterns.
How this study addresses the research questions:
Research Question 1: How can physiological computing be ex- tended
beyond the primitive biocybernetic loop?
The study demonstrates a physiological computing approach wherein
the physiological feedback from the users is used to provide designers of the
system with tools to improve for future systems. Therefore, if we assume
that these steps would be taken iteratively, the system describes part of a
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more complicated biocybernetic loop wherein the user’s responses change
the system, which then can be tested again by the users to create a new set
of feedback for the designers. The timescale of the adaptation is thus very
long. Also, the design loop of collecting physiological data, analyzing the
data in order to improve the system, and then collecting further data could
involve a different set of users during each iteration of the design loop.
Research Question 2: How does the representation of the psychophysi-
ological state vary when the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop change?
This study involved an extremely free form of representation of the user
state: using unsupervised machine learning, the machine learning algorithm
is given complete freedom to construct representative prototypes of physi-
ological responses. In studies wherein supervised machine learning is used,
the algorithm is at least given labeled groups of data, but in this case, the
algorithm has to work solely from the similarities in the physiological time
series.
Research Question 3: How do the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop and
the chosen psychophysiological representation affect the choice of machine
learning methods?
The fact that the biocybernetic loop was directed towards the designers
allowed selection of the unsupervised machine learning method, because
the complete data set was available for the machine learning algorithm and
there were no strict running-time requirements for the classification. Fur-
thermore, the fact that the designers were “part of the loop” allowed for
a very exploratory approach in which behavioral meta-events were firstly
generated and then clustered. That is, the interpretation of the result-
ing clusters by the designers demands very complex analytical processing.
Generation of a fully automatic AI that would implement design changes in
accordance with the clustering results is an interesting challenge for future
work.
Study 2: Anticipatory EDA Responses
In study 2, reported on in Publication II, the electrodermal responses of
participants playing computer poker were recorded. In the experiment,
the subjects played 128 hands, with two identical sets of 64 hands. All
hands were identical for all subjects. There was a short break, of 3–5 min,
after the first set, during which the subjects filled in questionnaires on game
experience. A special computer poker program was generated that not only
allowed us to design exactly the type of hands dealt to each test participant
but also facilitated competition, and therefore motivation, among the test
subjects by describing an illusory score board that showed how well the
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players were (supposedly) doing when compared to other test participants.
Their final performance relative to the others on this list also determined
the final score presented to them.
The aim for the study was to see whether the user’s anticipatory EDA
could be used to predict the bet vs. fold decision. This would be consistent
with the somatic marker theory (discussed in Chapter 3), which posits that
decision-making is accompanied by somatic markers that act as heuristics
for the decision process. In this study, we were able to show that arousal
of the player before an important decision indeed did correlate with the
decision he or she ended up making, as would be expected under the somatic
marker hypothesis.
Layer Description
Application Basic research: recording and publishing of findings
Logic Increase in phasic EDA activity interpreted as pos-
itive investment decision (betting)
Indices Arousal
Metrics SCP
Signals EDA
Table 4.2: Case Study 2, from Publication II: Anticipatory
EDA Response during Poker Play.
How this study addresses the research questions:
Research Question 1: How can physiological computing be ex- tended
beyond the primitive biocybernetic loop?
Strictly speaking, the next study involved not physiological computing
but a basic research experiment to answer important questions in psy-
chophysiology related to how decision-making can be predicted from phys-
iological signals. However, the study has interesting implications for the
biocybernetic loop: the idea behind the traditional biocybernetic loop is
that the system reacts to the user after the user has explicitly or implicitly
acted. However, if the somatic marker hypothesis is true and the user ac-
tion can be predicted, the adaptation can take place before that action is
taken. This would allow conversational interfaces wherein the system aims
to adapt to not only the current user state but also possible future states.
This is an interesting topic for future research.
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Research Question 2: How does the representation of the psychophysi-
ological state vary when the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop change?
The study does not directly address the second research question, but
its results do imply that a complete representation of the user might need
to include modeling of the possible future states and their predicted prob-
abilities.
Research Question 3: How do the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop and
the chosen psychophysiological representation affect the choice of machine
learning methods?
This study used traditional statistical methods for testing the hypoth-
esis that anticipatory EDA predicts decision-making, so it did not directly
deal with machine learning methods.
Study 3: Heart-Rate Sonification Biofeedback for Poker
The third study, presented in Publication VII, is connected with the same
experiment as study 2. In this study, the effect of biofeedback in the form of
sonified heart rate was explored as a way to aid poker players in controlling
their arousal. As explained in the previous section, the participants in the
experiment played 128 hands, in two identical sets of 64 hands. In one
set of 64 hands, the subjects heard their heartbeat sonified, while in the
other they heard a simulated heartbeat. The subjects were not aware which
condition they were in, and, when briefed after the experiment, they could
not identify which of the two conditions was the biofeedback one.
The EDA and facial EMG activity of the players were recorded, and
the analysis showed that the players had significantly less EDA and fa-
cial activity in the biofeedback condition, as was expected. Furthermore,
an exploratory data analysis was conducted to see whether there were
individual-to-individual differences between players. While the results of
the exploratory analysis have to be taken with a grain of salt, it was found
that large differences indeed were clear among participants in the effective-
ness of the biofeedback.
First of all, after examination of the raw data, it became evident that
there were large differences in overall EDA activity among participants.
When this EDA activity was taken into account, via use of the standard
deviation of EDA activity per participant as a covariate in the analysis, it
emerged that players who had a large amount of EDA activity benefited
much more from the biofeedback than those with little EDA activity. In
fact, for players showing very little EDA activity, the biofeedback actually
increased EDA levels.
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Secondly, the efficacy of biofeedback was correlated with the results
from the BIS/BAS questionnaire that each participant filled in during the
experiment. This questionnaire is divided into two parts, with the BIS
portion measuring behavior inhibition in response to impending reward
and the BAS portion measuring behavior activation towards a reward. In
simpler terms, the BIS covers the tendency to withdraw from a negative
situation while the BAS has to do with approaching something perceived
as positive. When the BIS/BAS scores were used as covariates in the
analysis, it was found that high BIS and high BAS scores each seem to
point to greater efficacy of the biofeedback in decreasing arousal.
Layer Description
Application Enhanced poker play via enabling players to pay
attention to their arousal
Logic Arousal to sound
Indices Arousal
Metrics HR
Signals EKG
Table 4.3: Case Study 3, from Publication VII: The Poker
Study.
How this study addresses the research questions:
Research Question 1: How can physiological computing be extended be-
yond the primitive biocybernetic loop?
Study 3 represents an example of the traditional biocybernetic loop,
with which the system adapts to the user in real time. Accordingly, it does
not really address how the biocybernetic loop could be extended. It serves
more as a point of comparison for those of the studies that go beyond the
normal loop dynamics.
Research Question 2: How does the representation of the psychophysi-
ological state vary when the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop change?
The traditional single-user loop design allowed for very simple represen-
tation of the user as a point in one-dimensional space spanned by arousal.
That is, the user is completely represented by a real number indicating his
or her level of arousal.
Research Question 3: How do the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop and
the chosen psychophysiological representation affect the choice of machine
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learning methods?
In this study, no machine learning was used. The mapping of increase
in heart rate to audio biofeedback was straightforward.
4.1.3 Summary
These studies explored several aspects of gaming from a physiological com-
puting perspective. Firstly, it was shown that physiological computing can
be successfully used in clustering game play patterns, which could provide
game designers with useful information. This is a good example of how
the biocybernetic loop can be extended to include system designers. In
theory, several design iterations could be carried out, during each of which
the physiological responses would be recorded and used to explore the de-
sign space. Secondly, the gaming context allowed study of the relationship
between emotions and decision-making in a scenario that represented a
real-life investment situation. The results point to utility of physiology
also for predicting user actions. Thirdly, the use of biofeedback for emotion
regulation during game play showed that simply making users mindful of
their physiological state can be beneficial, a topic that will be covered in
more detail in Section 4.3, which deals with meditation.
4.2 Physiological Annotation and Information Re-
trieval
Information retrieval (IR) is a domain dealing with search, representation,
and manipulation of large collections of electronic text and similar human-
language data. Today, IR systems are widespread, with millions of peo-
ple using them daily to facilitate business, entertainment, and education
(Bu¨ttcher et al., 2016). The most well-known examples of IR services are
web search engines, but information retrieval is an essential part of, for
example, digital library systems also. Large companies provide enterprise
systems for employers to search corporate data, and desktop search systems
allow all users to search personal email messages and files.
4.2.1 Background and Related Work
Manning et al. define information retrieval in their classic text as “finding
material (usually documents) of an unstructured nature (usually text) that
satisfies an information need from within large collections (usually stored
on computers)” (Christopher D. Manning and Schu¨tze, 2008). The work
presented in this thesis concentrates on satisfying the information need, or,
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more precisely, on how to detect from physiological signals alone whether
the information need was satisfied by some document of unstructured na-
ture that was retrieved from the large collection. Information retrieval is a
broad topic, and comprehensive coverage of it is beyond the scope of this
thesis. Therefore, the interested reader is referred to the aforementioned
book.
One way to approach this particular type of “satisfaction” is to ask
whether the document was “relevant” to the information need of the user.
Indeed, a large amount of research has been directed toward utilizing rele-
vance in systems such as “relevance feedback” for enhancing retrieval and
“relevance judgment” for annotating things (Saracevic, 2007). Even though
relevance is a widely used concept, the underlying question “how does rel-
evance happen?” remains open (Moshfeghi and Jose, 2013).
Annotation is the act of attaching metadata to digital content, which,
for instance, allows digital media services to implement more sophisticated
content management while also analyzing how the content has been used.
For users, it enables enhanced content delivery, personalization, and recom-
mendation systems that can utilize metadata that capture user preferences
(Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005; Herlocker et al., 2004). The simplest
annotation technique is the fully explicit one: users manually annotate
content by bookmarking, rating, tagging, and sharing (Leech, 1997). How-
ever, manual feedback can be taxing for the user, who usually takes this
approach only when having a clear incentive for doing so. Even then, it has
been found, users might not stop to give feedback, even though they know
that doing so could benefit them in the future (Kelly and Fu, 2006).
Instead of requiring explicit feedback, one can monitor the users im-
plicitly, which demands no additional user effort; in fact, users are usually
unaware that the implicit data are being collected at all. Among the im-
plicit signals are dwell time, clicking, and scrolling behavior (Kelly and
Teevan, 2003; Soleymani and Pantic, 2012). Existing applications include
YouTube, which bases its recommendation not only on explicit user feed-
back such as likes or subscriptions but also on keeping track of how long
users spent watching any given video (Davidson et al., 2010).
Physiological computing is highly suitable for implicit annotation, since
the physiological signals are a rich source of implicit information on how
the user perceives any given stimulus. The number annotation types that
could be derived from all the various physiological indicators is vast. For
our work, we chose to concentrate on two categories that are especially
important for work and other day-to-day activities: relevance and affective
annotation.
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Relevance annotation is designed to determine whether a given stimulus
was relevant to the user in the context in which the user was situated at the
time. This is obviously very relevant in fields such as information retrieval,
and one of the publications deals with the issue of whether it is possible
to determine from physiological signals alone whether a given stimulus (in
this case, a word) is conceived of as relevant by the user in the context of
a scientific search.
Affective annotation, on the other hand, is intended to determine what
kind of affective reaction the stimulus or content elicited in the user. In
any entertainment domain, it is useful to know how the content affected
the user on an emotional level: was the content boring or exciting, and
did the user feel happy or sad? Affective annotation can be useful in mu-
sic recommendation and opinion polling. In another example, the largest
Italian newspaper, Corriere.it, has been collecting affective feedback for its
online news articles. The topics of affective and relevance annotation are
not separate, though. It has been shown that adding affective features to a
model for detecting relevance increases the relevance predictions’ accuracy
(Arapakis et al., 2009). Therefore, in Publication IV, we concentrate on the
affective annotation of content that has already been labeled as relevant.
Application of physiological computing for annotation is still in its early
stages. Also, most work done so far has concentrated on stimuli such as
video and audio material (music) that are known to generate strong phys-
iological reactions. However, a large amount of the information consumed
by users is still in textual format, whether in newspapers, blogs, or phys-
ical books. Text, while less emotionally exciting, is an excellent research
topic for just that reason: in analysis of a physiological reaction caused
by a video clip, any number of confounding factors might be present. An
increase in skin conductance might be prompted simply by something mov-
ing rapidly on the screen, which might not have anything to do with the
information the research is concerned with. In a textual setting, researchers
can usually be certain that the reactions generated are truly responses to
the information content alone.
Several attempts have been made to automate the annotation process
by using implicit physiological signals. To determine the relevance of videos
and documents, Arapakis et al. (2010) analyzed facial expressions captured
from video material alone or in combination with EDA and skin temper-
ature (Arapakis et al., 2009). The inclusion of affective features in the
models based on implicit relevance metrics increased the accuracy of the
relevance predictions.
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Moshfeghi and Jose (2013) studied how “traditional” implicit signals
such as dwell time could be combined with physiological signals (heart rate,
skin temperature, and EEG) and affective features calculated from facial
expression captured on video. They were thereby able to gain significant
improvements in relevance predictions for a video retrieval engine.
Soleymani et al. (2008) found significant correlations between physi-
ological features (EDA, blood pressure, respiration, and fEMG) and the
self-reported emotions of participants watching movie scenes. In addition,
Tkalcic et al. (2010) studied how to complement image recommender sys-
tems that used generic metadata (i.e., genre, total watching time, etc.) with
metadata related to users’ affective state. They found that the addition of
affective features improved the system’s performance when compared to
use of generic metadata alone.
4.2.2 The Studies
We explored implicit annotation of content from two perspectives. In pub-
lications III and IV, we look at how physiological computing can be used to
infer relevance of content presented to the user. In Publication III, we pin-
point the actual moment of insight by looking at how single keywords can
be analyzed by means of features derived from EEG signals, which enables
millisecond-scale temporal resolution for the act of perceiving something
to be relevant or not. In the follow-up study, presented in Publication IV,
we relaxed the time resolution and sought to determine whether the user
found a scientific abstract relevant or not. In the experiment, we also used
EDA and facial EMG (corrugator supercilii) instead of EEG to see whether
the relevance annotation could be derived also from peripheral physiology.
In the third study, also presented in Publication IV, we went a step
further and studied whether given media content, once it was successfully
classified as “relevant,” could further be annotated with the affective reac-
tion it generated in the user. In this experiment, users were asked to read
news articles and provide explicit feedback after each article about what
kind of affective reaction the article generated. The users’ EDA signals
were recorded while they were reading the articles.
In the final experiment, presented in Publication V, we delved into
a somewhat less popular branch of affective studies and concentrated on
detection of humor appraisal, the act of finding something funny. Even
though humor has been a fundamental part of human civilization since
pre-historic times (Polimeni and Reiss, 2006), it has received almost no
research in the field of physiological computing.
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Study 4: Term-Relevance Prediction from Brain Signals
Because relevance judgments are made in the brain, the most natural and
intriguing way of approaching relevance detection is by observing the brain
signals directly. Therefore, in study 4, high-precision scientific equipment
was used to quantify neural activity across 32 EEG channels from 34 par-
ticipants. The participants were given a scientific topic, such as “climate
change” and then presented with single keywords, one at a time. In this
way, the exact temporal moment at which the participants processed each
keyword could be assessed without the need for tools such as eye-trackers.
For each topic, the users were shown six keywords, which were randomly
drawn from a pool of relevant and irrelevant keywords as defined by experts.
The data analysis was based on a large number of features extracted
from the EEG signals, which included both frequency-based and event-
related features. The features were calculated from a one-second time
window after the term was displayed on the screen and baselined on the
one-second window just before the term’s presentation. A multi-kernel ma-
chine learning approach was used to predict the term relevance from just
the physiological data. The classifier was able to improve the relevance
prediction by up to 17%.
The changes in EEG were localized to certain areas of the brain, such
as Brodmann area 10, which has been associated with a range of cognitive
functions from recognition to semantic processing. Furthermore, because
the changes were similar across participants, the machine learning system
did not require user-specific training or calibration. Hence, it can be used
to predict relevance also for previously unseen participants and content.
Layer Description
Application Annotation of keywords as relevant or irrelevant
Logic Classification as relevant or non-relevant in line
with machine learning features
Indices Supervised machine learning
Metrics Alpha, theta, beta, gamma, ERPs
Signals EEG
Table 4.4: Case Study 4, from Publication III: Term-
Relevance Prediction from Brain Signals.
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How this study addresses the research questions:
Research Question 1: How can physiological computing be extended be-
yond the primitive biocybernetic loop?
This case study used physiological signals for detecting relevance from
EEG when users were presented with keywords. The study was aimed
at proving detection of relevance to be possible, and the adaptation of
the system was left for future research. However, at least two distinct
types of biocybernetic loops can already be conceived of that utilize the
relevance classification presented. The first is a real-time search engine
that employs the user’s EEG responses to the presented keywords as a
guide for the search. This would be a case of the traditional biocybernetic
loop. However, the system could also be used to annotate keywords, in
which case the annotations might be utilized by other users, in later search
situations.
Research Question 2: How does the representation of the psychophysi-
ological state vary when the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop change?
A supervised machine learning algorithm was used to discriminate be-
tween relevant and irrelevant keywords on the basis of a wide range of
EEG features that included both frequency and ERP-based features. The
results of this study could technically be used directly in two types of loops:
those that go directly back to the user and those that are used for others
(as in annotation for collaborative filtering – that is, using the relevance
assessments of one user to benefit search or recommender system perfor-
mance for other users). Thus this study shows that certain solutions for
user representation can be utilized with biocybernetic loops with different
dynamics.
Research Question 3: How do the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop and
the chosen psychophysiological representation affect the choice of machine
learning methods?
As with studies for this thesis that used machine learning, here the set
of features was several orders of magnitude larger than in expert-system-
type approaches. That is, if observed from the perspective of the five-
layer model, the differences are in the metrics layer. The signals and their
rudimentary processing (artifact rejection, baselining, etc.) stay the same,
but machine learning methods favor a much richer set of features. The
larger feature set could lead to improved performance but also makes the
system design more complicated. A further factor is that it is very difficult
to hand-tailor decision logic for several hundred features, while modern
machine learning methods have no difficulty in dealing with them.
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Study 5: Exploring Peripheral Physiology As a Predictor of Per-
ceived Relevance in Information Retrieval
With study 2, presented in Publication IV and by Barral et al. (2015), the
focus was switched from studying the brain signals directly to measuring
peripheral physiology, specifically the EDA and facial EMG (corrugator
supercilii or brow muscle). These signals were chosen because they are
relatively unobtrusive to capture, the equipment needed is only low-cost,
and they have been previously linked with psychophysiological functions
associated with perceived relevance (Ravaja, 2004; Veldhuizen et al., 2003).
In an experiment with 40 participants, these signals were recorded while
textual content was being presented during an information retrieval task.
The content consisted of the first 40 words of scientific abstracts, which
pilot studies showed us were sufficient for participants to decide whether a
given abstract is relevant to them or not.
The set of features was generated from an eight-second time window
around the time the user gave explicit feedback on whether he or she found
the given abstract snippet relevant or not. The time window started two
seconds before the feedback and ended six seconds after. This choice of time
window was based on the fact that EDA responses can take 1–3 seconds
to manifest themselves and up to 6–7 seconds to reach their peak (Dawson
et al., 2007). Several features were generated with the aim of capturing the
amount of EDA and fEMG activity, as well as its change within this time
window. The features were used in a multiple-kernel learning system for
prediction with unlabeled abstracts.
The study yielded three main findings:
I. The time window for predicting relevance from EDA was found to be
4–6 seconds after the explicit relevance judgment was given.
II. For fEMG (corrugator supercilii), the best time window was from one
to two seconds after the relevance judgment.
III. A classifier predicting results for unseen abstracts was able to generate
an improvement of 14% over a random baseline.
Layer Description
Application Annotation of scientific abstracts as relevant or ir-
relevant
Logic Classification as relevant and non-relevant on the
basis of the machine learning features
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Indices Supervised machine learning
Metrics 25 features per signal
Signals EDA, EMG (corrugator supercilii)
Table 4.5: Case Study 5, from Publication IV: Peripheral
Physiology As a Predictor of Perceived Relevance.
How this study addresses the research questions:
Research Question 1: How can physiological computing be extended be-
yond the primitive biocybernetic loop?
The study showed loop dynamics similar to those seen in case study 4:
physiological signals are used for detecting relevance. The only difference is
that in this case study the peripheral signals were used instead of the brain
activity directly. Therefore, the response to the first research question is
the same as that for case study 4.
Research Question 2: How does the representation of the psychophysi-
ological state vary when the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop change?
Although the setup in case study 5 was very similar to that in study 4,
the representation in the former deserves special attention. Instead of using
existing, signal-specific metrics, such as the amplitude of a phasic spike as
usually used for EDA, the procedure involved very methodically slicing
the signals into small features that were defined mathematically. Similar
“slicing” could be used for any signal. Therefore, this case study represents
in pure form the tendency of machine learning approaches to “throw out”
previous expert knowledge and derive new representations that are based
wholly on the mathematical properties of the signals.
Research Question 3: How do the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop and
the chosen psychophysiological representation affect the choice of machine
learning methods?
The main insight gained from this case study is the same as from case
study 4 (as would be expected, since the studies share similar biocybernetic
loop dynamics). The largest differences, if one considers things from the
perspective of the five-layer analytical model, arise at the metrics level,
where the number of signals is much higher than in systems wherein hand-
picked metrics are used.
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Study 6: Affective Response to a Relevant Text Document
The sixth study moves onward from relevance detection and deals with the
question of what kind of affective reaction will be generated by content
that presumably is relevant. That is, we further divide the relevance part
of the relevance vs. irrelevance dichotomy into several classes of possible
affective response (see Figure 4.1). It has been shown that using emotional
context can improve the performance of recommender systems (Gonzalez
et al., 2007).
Figure 4.1: Addressing the question of affective relevance annotation, in
two steps – firstly, it is determined whether the content is relevant or not
(the aim of studies 4 and 5), and then, assuming the content is relevant,
the type of affective reaction caused by the content is explored (the aim of
studies 6 and 7).
Study 6 was designed to explore the physiological correlates of various
affective states that result from reading relevant textual content. The par-
ticipants (n=24) could freely browse a news web site of their choice, select
articles they were interested in, and read them for as long as they liked.
After reading a news article, the participant was asked to assign the article
to one of four affective categories: “happy,” “sad,” “angry,” or “neutral.”
The aim with the experiment was to see whether that feedback could be
predicted from participants’ physiological data. For this experiment, EDA
was the physiological signal of choice, because it has been shown to be
indicative of arousal and stimulus novelty (Dawson et al., 2007; Boucsein,
2012).
Since the participants were allowed to spend any amount of time they
wished on each item, we had to construct the features in a way that would
take into account this variability in trial duration. After down-sampling of
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the EDA signal to 32 Hz, the signal was separated into its phasic and tonic
components by means of continuous deconvolution analysis as implemented
in the Ledalab software (Benedek and Kaernbach, 2010).
For each news article, four features, or metrics, were computed from
the EDA signal:
• The overall tonic activity per second, defined as the sum for the tonic
component during the time the participant was reading the article
divided by the time spent reading
• The amount of phasic activity per second, defined as the sum for the
phasic component again divided by the time spent reading
• The average amplitude of the SCRs
• The number of SCRs per second, defined as the total number of SCRs
divided by the time spent reading the article
In addition to the physiological data, the participants were profiled by
means of the BIS/BAS questionnaire, for examination of the correlation
between their personality and the feedback given to the articles. The aim
was to explore whether people with differing personality profiles would differ
also in the type of affective feedback given, because it has been shown that
psychological and personality traits can influence how people access and
share content (Celli et al., 2015). The BIS/BAS profiling questionnaire is
the same one used in Study VII to profile poker players and their reactivity
to audio biofeedback.
Layer Description
Application Affective news
Logic Annotated news
Indices Emotion categories (happy, sad, angry, neutral)
Metrics Mean tonic, mean phasic, SCR amplitude, number
of SCRs
Signals EDA
Table 4.6: Case Study 6, from Publication IV: Affective An-
notation of News Articles.
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Unlike in previous studies wherein a machine learning approach was
used to build a predictive model to differentiate between the relevant and
irrelevant cases, here a more traditional statistical approach was taken, with
the aim being to prove a statistically significant difference in the physio-
logical responses. Because of the highly unbalanced data, we used Linear
Mixed Models (LMM) analysis. Mixed models can handle missing obser-
vations and unbalanced designs efficiently, resulting in reliability of conclu-
sions that is not possible with more standard statistical measures such as
ANOVA (Bagiella et al., 2000).
The results for physiology were somewhat surprising, in that news ar-
ticles rated as “neutral” and “happy” did not differ significantly in the
amount of EDA activity they generated, while the articles denoted as “sad”
and “angry,” which could be considered the negative categories, generated
less EDA than the neutral and positive ones.
The end result is that in the case of affective annotation of news arti-
cles, it can be stated that “all arousal is good arousal” since the positively
and neutrally rated articles generated more EDA activity than the more
negative categories of “angry” and “sad.”
The BIS/BAS questionnaire results showed that the BIS score, which
measures inhibition and aversion, correlated negatively with rating articles
as “happy.” Meanwhile, BAS scores, measuring appetitive motivations,
correlated positively with giving “happy” feedback and negatively with
“neutral.” That is, the initial results indicate that personality traits can
indeed be used in predicting the type of affective feedback a user will give on
news articles. However, since participants were free to choose what articles
to read, it could also be that people with certain personality traits chose
to read articles that were more or less negative.
How this study addresses the research questions:
Research Question 1: How can physiological computing be extended be-
yond the primitive biocybernetic loop?
This case study offers another example of physiological annotation wherein
there is flexibility for the design of the loop dynamics: the annotations could
be used to adapt the system to the users themselves or benefit other users
in some collaborative scenario. The annotations could also be useful for
system designers. For example, in the case of a newspaper that collects af-
fective feedback for its news articles, the feedback could influence the types
of content the newspaper produces or perhaps the type of advertisements
it attaches to certain type of news.
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Research Question 2: How does the representation of the psychophysi-
ological state vary when the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop change?
The user representation in this study was based on metrics derived from
the literature – for instance, related to the amplitude of phasic spikes. Fur-
thermore, knowledge of the underlying mechanism of the EDA signal was
used to separate between the tonic and phasic components of that signal
and also to separate overlapping phasic spikes. Furthermore, the indices
used were emotion categories selected from a “human perspective”: cate-
gories such as “happy,” “sad,” and “angry” are concepts arising from human
understanding of affective behavior and not derived directly as the mathe-
matically best representatives of the underlying physiological behavior.
Research Question 3: How do the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop and
the chosen psychophysiological representation affect the choice of machine
learning methods?
This study did not utilize machine learning at any level of the design.
The metrics were derived from the literature, and the affective indices were
basic emotions.
Study 7: Physiological Correlates of Humor
The seventh study explored an important aspect of affective annotation
that has received surprisingly little attention in the fields of affective and
physiological computing, the detection of humor appraisal (again, the act of
finding something funny). Humor is a universal human quality: no culture
has been found that would be unfamiliar with humor (Polimeni and Reiss,
2006). Humor is not just for fun. It can be crucial in coping with stress and
trauma and is considered the most important character trait for satisfaction
with life (Kuipera, 2012). Humor has potential to improve performance
both in the workplace (Morkes et al., 1999) and in educational settings,
where it has been shown to stimulate learning by making it more enjoyable
and less stressful (Conkell et al., 1999; Dormann and Biddle, 2006).
In addition to its usefulness in the affective annotation of media con-
tent, humor has other uses in HCI. For example, the ability to express and
understand humor is crucial for emotional conversational agents (Nijholt,
2007; Khooshabeh et al., 2011; Morkes et al., 1999; Ring et al., 2013). It
has even been said that for a computer to pass the Turing test it must
develop a sense of humor, so as to understand when the user is serious vs.
trying to be funny (Mauldin, 1994).
Previous work has shown that a feeling of amusement is associated
with increased activity of the sympathetic nervous system (Martin, 2010),
which is reflected in increased heart rate (Foster et al., 1998; Averill, 1969;
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Fiacconi and Owen, 2015) and EDA (Foster et al., 1998), both well-known
indicators of arousal (Cowley et al., 2016). However, it is obvious that
not all states of high arousal are related to humor. Similarly, while humor
appraisal is associated with high valence, the opposite is not true: there are
positive affective states that have nothing to do with humor. Accordingly,
the dimensional model of emotion is not really adequate for capturing the
humor phenomenon (Fujimura et al., 2012). Therefore, for this case study
we examined humor appraisal in terms of categorical state.
To study the possibility of using physiological computing for humor ap-
praisal, we conducted a user study with 25 participants. The participants
browsed humorous web comics while physiological signals (EDA, EEG, and
EKG) were being recorded. The aim for the study was twofold. Firstly,
we wanted to explore how well physiological signals can be used in the
detection of humor appraisal – that is, whether the approach makes any
sense. Secondly, on the assumption that the humor appraisal can indeed be
detected, we wished to provide a white-box exploration of the underlying
physiological responses to humor so that the effect on each signal would
be separately explained in a manner allowing future researchers and de-
velopers to create such humor detection methods with ease. All too often
in physiological computing, a black-box method is used that only provides
proof that a certain state, such as humor, can be detected, while giving no
indication of precisely how.
To give a comprehensive picture of humor as a phenomenon, we showed
how well each signal performs alone as well as how well the machine learning
method applied performs when using all the physiological signals together.
Furthermore, this was done both by using the participant’s own data to
train the system and in a between-user setup wherein other users’ data
were used to train the system. Finally, the performance of the system was
benchmarked against a state-of-the-art video-based facial emotion recog-
nition system to see how well physiological computing can compete with
camera-based approaches.
In this study, we extracted numerous metrics, or features, from the
raw signals and then performed feature selection on the training set of
the data. The large number of features resulted from both cutting the
data in the temporal dimension into windows that represented the start,
middle, and post-feedback periods and performing several mathematical
transformations that extracted not only the amount of activity in each
signal but also the amount of change in the activation. This approach
yielded some unexpected features that ended up being highly predictive.
Specifically, we found that the overall change in gamma-band activity was
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highly correlated with humor appraisal. This showed that the approach
taken, which could be considered data-mining, was able to extract features
that were not addressed in the literature or other previous work.
Layer Description
Application Automated annotation of humorous content
Logic Prediction of whether the user experienced a web
comic as funny or not
Indices Humor appraisal
Metrics Several hundred features that were derived from the
raw signals
Signals EDA, EEG, EKG
Table 4.7: Case Study 7, from Publication VII: Physiological
Correlates of Humor.
The study produced very detailed description of how each signal can
be used for humor appraisal. The results can be briefly summarized thus:
we found that of the physiological signals EEG performed best, followed
closely by EDA, while EKG was not very useful. The combination of all
signals performed slightly better than any of the signals alone, and the
camera-based system slightly outperformed the full physiological system,
but the physiology-based approach provided results that were comparable
and proved the feasibility of physiology-based humor appraisal detection
in situation wherein camera-based systems would not be applicable (for
reasons such as privacy concerns and unavailability of suitable cameras in
cases such as mobile use).
How this study addresses the research questions:
Research Question 1: How can physiological computing be extended be-
yond the primitive biocybernetic loop?
The case study only provided examples of how humor appraisal can
be detected. The actual adaptive system design was left for further work.
Ability to detect when the user has found a given stimulus humorous could
be very useful for embodied conversational agents, which could thereby tune
their sense of humor to be appropriate for a given user. Such an application
would be an example of the traditional single-user real-time biocybernetic
loop.
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Research Question 2: How does the representation of the psychophysi-
ological state vary when the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop change?
In this study, many features were generated algorithmically, to best
capture the information in the underlying signals. Because there was no
ready-made construct for the state of “finding something funny,” the task
of representing this was left for the machine learning algorithm.
Research Question 3: How do the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop and
the chosen psychophysiological representation affect the choice of machine
learning methods?
The case study shows that the choice of machine learning method was
not tied very much to the type of biocybernetic loop. It was connected
more to the fact that the exact representation of “humor appraisal” and
how it might be manifested in the physiological response was less well-
known, so a more exploratory approach had to be taken, with the machine
learning method being used to generate the representation. This case study
supports the idea that there does not exist a clear correlation between
the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop and the machine learning methods
and, rather, that the machine learning method is more tied to the selected
representation of the user state, which, in turn, is not directly tied to the
type of the biocybernetic loop.
4.2.3 Summary
The goal with these studies was to explore the insights that physiological
computing can yield with regard to users’ information needs and affective
responses. The studies produced two important results, which are inter-
twined: we showed that it is possible to determine with reasonable accuracy
whether the textual content was considered to be relevant or not by the user
and, if the content was relevant, what kind of affective reaction it caused
in the user.
The results have implications for both the field of information retrieval
and that of affective recommender systems. Because EDA can be used
in predicting relevance both on short, phasic level (as in the case of the
scientific abstracts) and on longer, tonic level (as was the case with the
news articles), it should be possible in principle to construct an informa-
tion retrieval system that, perhaps in combination with other physiological
signals, annotates content solely on the basis of implicit signals.
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4.3 Meditation
In recent years, meditation, especially mindfulness, has become a hot re-
search topic. Even though the exact brain-level mechanisms are still being
investigated, the benefits of meditation are multitudinous and well proven.
Meditation has been demonstrated to be useful in stress reduction (Chiesa
and Serretti, 2009) and management of depression and anger (Grossman
et al., 2004), as well as dealing with relationship, attention, and emotional-
ity issues (Sedlmeier et al., 2012). However, irrespective of all these benefits,
meditation is not very widely practiced, especially in the Western world.
One reason might be that busy modern life and hectic office environments
are not exactly conducive to meditation practice. Also, learning to med-
itate does demand some effort and proper instruction. A virtual-reality
system can solve both of these problems.
Neurofeedback has been successfully used in the treatment of various
disorders, among them epilepsy (Sterman and Egner, 2006), ADHD (Lubar
et al., 1995), learning disabilities (Ferna´ndez et al., 2003), and autism spec-
trum disorders (Kouijzer et al., 2009). While meditation has been used to
aid people with similar problems, as in the case of ADHD (Zylowska et al.,
2008), little research has been done to explore whether neurofeedback could
be combined with meditation techniques.
4.3.1 Background and Related Work
Meditation can be defined as a set of “complex emotional and attentional
regulatory strategies developed for various ends, including the cultivation
of well-being and emotional balance” (Lutz et al., 2008). Meditation is a
broad concept that covers various practices, traditions, and religious-belief
systems. Therefore, it is necessary to specify precisely what meditation is
being discussed. Many meditations currently practiced, especially in the
Western world, draw from Buddhist tradition (Lutz et al., 2008). Of these,
the mindfulness-based practices have garnered significant scientific interest
and have been proven to be highly successful as well as compatible with
the cognitive behavioral framework of psychotherapy (Morgan, 2003).
The differences in meditation techniques exist not only on a theoretical
level. They have been shown to elicit different physiological responses in
the meditators: meditation techniques aimed at concentration and focused
attention have been shown to correlate with beta (13–30 Hz) and gamma
(30–50 Hz) EEG activity, while meditation techniques aimed at increasing
pure awareness have been linked with activity in the theta (4–8 Hz) and
alpha (8–10 Hz) bands (Travis and Shear, 2010).
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The traditional view on meditation has been that, to be effective, it
has to be engaged in daily and for extended periods of time. However,
recent studies in short-term mindfulness meditation programs have shown
promising results. Performing twenty minutes of meditation exercises for
five consecutive days was already enough to reveal improvements in self-
reported scores for depression and anger (Tang et al., 2007). Furthermore,
there are indications that even brief mindfulness meditation of three ses-
sions could improve cardiovascular variables such as heart rate (Zeidan
et al., 2010) and reduce cardiovascular reactivity to a stressor while the
practitioner is performing simple mindfulness meditation exercise (Steffen
and Larson, 2015).
A Computer-Assisted Meditation System
Several attempts have already been made at computer-assisted meditation
systems. Ban˜os et al. (2012) designed a virtual environment for the elderly
that was aimed at generating positive mood. The system consisted of a
simulated walk in a virtual park where the users could listen to relaxing
melodies, nature sounds, and guided meditation instructions. Self-reporting
indicated that the system both reduced negative emotions and increased
positive ones.
To help users with no previous meditation experience practice mindful-
ness meditation, Chittaro and Vianello (2014) designed a mobile application
called AEON that allowed the users to enter their thoughts on a mobile de-
vice that would then visualize those thoughts as if on parchment submerged
in water. Afterward, the users could interact with the touchscreen to pro-
duce waves that would slowly wipe out the written thoughts. When the
researchers tested the system against normal mindfulness practices, they
found that their system was both more pleasant and easier to use than the
traditional, non-assisted method. while it was also more effective.
To study the effectiveness of a mobile app for stress reduction, Carissoli
et al. (2015) compared the mobile-app users to a control group and a group
that listened to relaxing music. While the findings did not reach statistical
significance, both the mobile-app users and the group listening to relaxing
music did show a trend of decreased stress levels.
Meditation Systems with Virtual Reality and Biofeedback
While the systems mentioned in the section above were proven to be useful,
they can be further enhanced by the addition of biofeedback and virtual
environments. For example, Meditation Chamber, a virtual environment
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for meditation training, used EDA for biofeedback in three guided medi-
tation and relaxation exercises, which utilized a head-mounted display for
stereoscopic imagery (Shaw et al., 2010). Similarly, a project called Senso-
rium built a neurofeedback environment that used the participant’s brain
waves and heart to produce sounds and control light effects in the room in
a way that induced contentment, relaxation, happiness, and inner harmony
in the users (Thilo, 2011).
To help chronic-pain patients to cope with their pain, Gromala et al.
designed a guided mindfulness walking meditation in a virtual-reality forest
where the weather conditions were directly coupled with the user’s EDA: re-
laxing would clear the weather while anxiousness would cause fog to appear
(Gromala et al., 2015). Another system, MediAid, used neurofeedback with
aural entrainment to aid users in mindfulness practices. The system com-
bined EEG neurofeedback with audio feedback that used binaural beats,
a technique that produces two audio signals for headphones such that the
signals are slightly out of tune. That is, one ear received an audio tone
that was slightly lower-pitched than the signal coming to the other ear.
This difference in the signals can be used to entrain the brain oscillations,
though the science behind the technique is still maturing (Sas and Chopra,
2015).
4.3.2 The Study
Study 8: RelaWorld, a Neuroadaptive Virtual-Reality Meditation
System
The eighth study in the thesis project took us away from the topics of
decision-making, investment, and information retrieval, for considering a
more holistic view of everyday life: how can physiology help with relaxation,
mental health, and wellness and even shed light on topics such as spiritual-
ity? For exploration of these topics, a user study with 43 participants was
conducted to test the feasibility of combining meditation techniques with
modern technologies such as virtual reality and neurofeedback.
The system consisted of a virtual-reality meditation space, specifically
a tropical island paradise, that the user could enter simply by wearing the
head-mounted display (HMD) and headphones, with the motivation being
that the user could escape any hectic work environment for a quick burst
of mindfulness in an optimal setting without having access to a dedicated,
real-life meditation chamber. In addition to providing a distraction-free
environment for meditation practice, the system synthesized findings in
the neurofeedback literature to help users obtain optimal mental states
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more easily. Because mindfulness meditation is based on the idea of “being
mindful” of bodily and mental states, the neurofeedback that allowed users
to pay attention to even deeper aspects of their psyche as measured by
EEG felt like a natural addition to the mindfulness practice.
Layer Description
Application Neuroadaptive virtual-reality meditation
Logic Relaxation & concentration to movement in VR
Indices Relaxation & concentration
Metrics Alpha, theta
Signals EEG
Table 4.8: Case Study 8, from Publication I: RelaWorld.
Study 8 followed a within-subject design wherein each participant used
three types of meditation system: the full neuroadaptive virtual-reality
setup, virtual reality without neuroadaptation, and a control condition
wherein participants saw the meditation environment on a monitor screen
(without neuroadaptation). The experiment setup used further division
into two types of meditation, which were performed in each of the condi-
tions, but, since the meditation exercises did not display any differences,
they were combined in the data analysis. The system was assessed by
means of two questionnaires: a subset of the ITC-Sense of Presence In-
ventory (Lessiter et al., 2001) and the Meditation Depth Questionnaire,
MEDEQ (Piron, 2001).
The meditation depth questionnaire revealed a general trend: the full
system with VR and neurofeedback was ranked as best, and the VR sys-
tem without neurofeedback was rated lower than the full system but higher
than the control condition of monitor screen without neurofeedback. Sim-
ilar results were obtained with the Sense of Presence questionnaire: The
combination of VR and neurofeedback produced the greatest sense of pres-
ence, followed by the virtual reality without neurofeedback. The control
condition of a computer monitor without neurofeedback elicited the lowest
level of presence.
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How this study addresses the research questions:
Research Question 1: How can physiological computing be extended be-
yond the primitive biocybernetic loop?
The study represents a classical case of single-user real-time adaptive
biofeedback.
Research Question 2: How does the representation of the psychophysi-
ological state vary when the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop change?
The user representation is built on expert knowledge: the user state
is represented as a point in two-dimensional space spanned by concentra-
tion and relaxation, and these two indices are directly inferred from EEG
frequencies in accordance with findings from previous research.
Research Question 3: How do the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop and
the chosen psychophysiological representation affect the choice of machine
learning methods?
This case study is an example of a traditional biofeedback application
wherein user state is used to adapt the system in real time to the user.
Furthermore, the representation uses a full expert-system approach wherein
the metrics and indices are based on outputs from previous research and
preset manually. Accordingly, no machine learning was used in this case
study.
4.3.3 Summary
This part of the thesis project was devoted to examining how physiological
computing can be used to transform what would be a boring biofeedback
application into an immersive virtual-reality application. Helping users
to relax by providing biofeedback is a classic task Critchley et al. (2001),
but the normal biofeedback design involves only a simple visual cue to
inform the user of his or her progress. This study showed how physiological
computing can be used to combine the biofeedback task with much more
meaningful interaction.
The study also showed how this type of passive BCI (Brain Computer
Interface) can be used without training or calibration, in that the system
used well-known EEG features to perform the biofeedback.
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Chapter 5
Findings
In the previous chapter, eight empirical studies were presented that ex-
plored the possibilities of physiological computing from several, quite dif-
ferent angles. Each of the case studies represented an attempt to give a
partial answer to the research questions presented in Chapter 3. The aim
with this chapter, in turn, is to bring the partial answers together and
thereby provide a holistic view of physiological computing and the various
dynamics of the biocybernetic loop.
5.1 Purpose: Extending the Concept of the Bio-
cybernetic Loop
Research Question 1: How can physiological computing be ex-
tended beyond the primitive biocybernetic loop?
With the first research question, we explored how the dynamics of the
biocybernetic loop can be extended beyond the case wherein the physiolog-
ical computing system adapts to the user’s own signals in real time, which
is the way it is traditionally described (Pope et al., 1995; Fairclough, 2009).
It is possible also for the physiological responses of the user to be directed
to the system designers to aid in future development, or for those responses
to be used to adapt the system for all users, as when physiological signals
are used in annotation for collaborative filtering.
Only two of the eight case studies (studies 3 and 8) strictly fit the
“classical definition” of direct, real-time adaptation for the user, while in
the other six cases either the loop was not “directed” back to the user or
the adaptation did not occur instantly.
One way to approach the question is to use a conceptual framework for
interactive systems as proposed by Solovey et al. (2015). In this framework,
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interactive systems are categorized by their functional level and immedi-
acy. At functional level, interactive systems are divided into those that
adapt syntactically and those that adapt semantically ; that is, the system
can either adapt the user interface itself (syntactic) or adjust the content
presented through that interface (semantic). The second way to group in-
teractive systems is by their two levels of immediacy: the system can either
adapt the currently shown interface and content or perform the adaptation
at some point in the future. In Table 5.1, the case studies are listed along-
side the type of biocybernetic loop they implemented. Also presented are
the functional and temporal categories.
Study Loop type Functional Temporal
1) Game design
patterns
Designers Syntactic Future
2) Anticipatory
EDA responses
Designers Syntactic Future
3) Biofeedback
for poker
User Semantic Immediate
4) Relevance
from brain
signals
User/others Semantic Future
5) Peripheral
relevance
User/others Semantic Future
6) Affective text
annotation
User/others Semantic Future
7) Humor detec-
tion
User/others Semantic Future
8) RelaWorld User Semantic Immediate
Table 5.1: The Types of Biocybernetic Loops in the Case
Studies, with Their Functional and Temporal Categoriza-
tions.
.
The first thing to notice is that those cases following the traditional
biofeedback approach and implementing the real-time, single-user biocy-
bernetic loop (again, studies 3 and 8) are both of the type semantic and
immediate. Indeed, of all the case studies, only the “traditional” ones fall
into the temporally immediate category. Another point to note is that only
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the designer loop types have a syntactic adaptation, while the rest of the
case studies fall into the semantic category. It can also be seen that the
temporally immediate adaptations are always semantic, and the function-
ally syntactic adaptations always occur in the future, with the only overlap
being in the semantic adaptation happening both immediately and in the
future. Furthermore, the temporal class of the semantic adaptation de-
pends on the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop – those loops that do not
return directly to the user lie in the future category.
5.2 Representation: How User State Is Modeled
Research Question 2: How does the representation of the psy-
chophysiological state vary when the dynamics of the biocyber-
netic loop change?
To explore Research Question 2 by using the analytical model intro-
duced in Chapter 3, we can look at the bottom three layers of the model,
which deal with how physiological signals are mapped to cognitive and
affective concepts. See Table 5.2.
Study Signal Metrics Indices Loop type
1) Game design
patterns
EDA,
fEMG,
EKG
Auto-
generated
feature
Game pat-
terns
Designers,
future,
syntactic
2) Anticipatory
EDA responses
EDA Phasic
EDA
Decision Designers,
future,
both
3) Biofeedback
for poker
EDA SCP Arousal User, now,
semantic
4) Relevance
from brain
signals
EEG Auto-
generated
feature
Relevance Both,
future,
semantic
5) Peripheral
relevance
EDA,
fEMG
Auto-
generated
features
Relevance Both,
future,
semantic
6) Affective text
annotation
EDA Auto-
generated
feature
Affective
state
Both,
future,
semantic
7) Humor detec-
tion
EDA,
EKG,
EEG
Auto-
generated
feature
Humor ap-
praisal
Both,
future,
semantic
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8) RelaWorld EEG Alpha,
theta
Relaxation,
concentra-
tion
User, now,
semantic
Table 5.2: The Representation of the User State with Various
Loop Types.
Firstly, we can see that the signal layer is not affected by the overall
design of the system. For example, EDA was used in all types of biocy-
bernetic loops and user representations; that is, the case studies did not
show preference for certain signals for specific types of biocybernetic loops
or user representations.
The changes between systems start to emerge when the metrics are
extracted from the signals. The traditional biofeedback setups, such as
those in studies 3 and 8, use manually specified metrics that are based
on previous research, such as studies of alpha- and theta-band activity of
EEG and the phasic spikes of EDA. However, in those case studies wherein
the adaptation was not immediate, the metric selection was automated to
generate features that extract maximal information from the signals. Also,
the number of metrics was much higher in these cases: it is easy for an
algorithm to generate hundreds of features and then use feature selection
methods to pick the ones that seem most informative. Furthermore, the
machine learning methods can learn decision boundaries that utilize a large
number of features.
The only case in which pre-defined metrics were used in a non-immediate,
non-user loop was case study 2, wherein we studied the anticipatory EDA
responses to decision-making. Here, the knowledge from previous work
was so strong that the experiment was a confirmatory one rather than ex-
ploratory. Furthermore, the signal studied, EDA, is considerably simpler
than, for example, EEG.
One important distinction in terms of the user representation is whether
the indices are context-bound or unbound. Some indices, such as arousal, re-
laxation, and concentration, are not explicitly bound to the context and en-
vironment, while others, such as relevance and humor appraisal, are tightly
coupled with the context: it makes sense to represent the user as being “re-
laxed,” but it is not sensible to have a representation of “a user in a state of
finding something relevant.” In phenomenological terms, the bound indices
have intentionality : they are always about something.
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From a practical point of view, a system can be designed that detects
whether the user is relaxed or aroused without any need to know what kind
of stimulus made that user relaxed. This has several practical consequences.
For example, an unbound system can be designed without the designers
having to worry about issues such as synchronization, which can be an
extremely tricky issue, especially when one is dealing with wireless sensors
and highly time-specific physiological features such as the event-related
potentials in EEG studies.
5.3 Approaches: When and How to Use Machine
Learning
Research Question 3: How do the dynamics of the biocybernetic
loop and the chosen psychophysiological representation affect the
choice of machine learning methods?
To articulate the answer to the third research question, we can again
look at how the choice of loop dynamics affects the various layers. One
thing to notice is that the signal layer is not affected by whatever loop type
is chosen. However, when extracting metrics from the signals, we can see
a pattern emerge. In the “traditional” biocybernetic loops that adapt to
the user in real time, the calculated features are pre-defined and few in
number: in the study wherein biofeedback was used to aid poker players,
the only feature extracted from the EKG signal was heart rate, which was
then directly sonified. In the RelaWorld study, the EEG signal from six
electrodes was compressed into two numbers, one from theta activity and
the other from alpha. In contrast, in the cases in which the loop was not
real-time adaptive, the feature generation was much more thorough, often
with hundreds of features being generated that were then fed into machine
learning algorithms.
However, whether the adaptation was syntactic or semantic or whether
the loop was directed to the designers, other users, or even the users them-
selves had no effect on the metrics’ generation. The aim was to extract
from the signals as much information as possible, and this process was, in
essence, always the same.
Study Representation Loop type Machine learn-
ing approach
1) Game design
patterns
Algorithmically gen-
erated clusters (cate-
gorical)
Designers,
future,
syntactic
Unsupervised
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2) Anticipatory
EDA responses
Literature-based (di-
mensional)
Designers,
future,
both
Expert
3) Biofeedback
for poker
Literature-based (di-
mensional)
User, now,
semantic
Expert
4) Relevance
from brain
signals
Algorithmically gen-
erated features (cat-
egorical)
Both,
future,
semantic
Supervised
5) Peripheral
relevance
Algorithmically gen-
erated features (cat-
egorical)
Both,
future,
semantic
Supervised
6) Affective text
annotation
Algorithmically gen-
erated features (cat-
egorical)
Both,
future,
semantic
Supervised
7) Humor detec-
tion
Algorithmically gen-
erated features (cat-
egorical)
Both,
future,
semantic
Supervised
8) RelaWorld Literature-based (di-
mensional)
User, now,
semantic
Expert
Table 5.3: The Various Machine Learning Approaches Used
in the Case Studies.
Looking at Table 5.3, we can see that in these cases the representation
of the user was strongly dependent on whether machine learning was used.
In the expert systems, the features were also pre-defined and based on
previous research. For example, in the RelaWorld study, the relaxation
index was tied to the alpha-frequency-band activity in line with a literature
review. However, in each of the cases wherein machine learning was used,
it was already present at the metrics layer: the machine learning method
was utilized to generate optimal features instead of building on top of pre-
defined features.
Whether the user representation was categorical (as with basic emotions
such as “happy” and “angry” in case study 6) or dimensional (as in the
case of the relaxation and concentration in study 8) showed a pattern. The
dimensional model was used in the expert systems, whereas categorical
classification was used in the machine learning approaches.
Chapter 6
Discussion
Physiological computing is an emergent field with potential to both im-
prove existing human–computer interaction designs and provide wholly new
paradigms such as affective computing. However, the field is still unorga-
nized, and there is a notable lack of standards and transfer of knowledge
between researchers and developers. The aim behind this thesis was to pro-
vide an overview of the field from several perspectives and to explore what
the differences and similarities are between various approaches to physio-
logical computing. More specifically, we examined the details and dynamics
of the biocybernetic loop that has been shown to be the fundamental basis
of physiological computing (Pope et al., 1995; Fairclough, 2009).
This dissertation contributes to HCI in general and physiological com-
puting in particular by extending the scope of physiological computing
beyond the single-user real-time biocybernetic loop, to encompass systems
wherein the feedback might not be imminent and the loop might not go di-
rectly to the users themselves (for instance, the physiological signals might
be used to assist in the design of new systems and annotate data for other
users).
For better understanding of the various aspects of physiological com-
puting, we have presented a five-layer analytical framework, which we used
in answering the three research questions for the thesis. That is, through
it, we dealt, firstly, with the different dynamics of the biocybernetic loop;
secondly, with how these differences are reflected in how the user is rep-
resented; and, finally, with how machine learning methods can be applied
with different biocybernetic loop and representation types.
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6.1 Summary of the Main Findings
The main findings are best explored in terms of the research questions
and the associated five-layer analytical model. The first research question
deals with how physiological computing can be extended beyond the ba-
sic concept of the single-user biocybernetic loop that adapts the system in
real time. The main finding in this connection is that in many cases the
physiological computing system does not actually adapt in real time; the
adaptation can happen when, for example, the physiological responses of
the users are used by the designers of the system to improve that system.
In this case, the loop “points to” the designers of the system instead of the
user, and the timescale can be weeks instead of milliseconds. The physio-
logical responses can also be used in a collaborative manner – for instance,
when used to annotate data for recommender systems. Thus, the first
main finding is that the concept of physiological computing, and the bio-
cybernetic loop, can be extended to deal with a wider array of application
domains.
The second research question deals with the various ways the physiolog-
ical signals can be interpreted and used in building representations of the
user’s cognitive or affective states, along with, more precisely, how these
representations change when the dynamics of the biocybernetic loop, as ex-
plored in line with Research Question 1, change. Traditionally, there have
been at least two main ways of handling user state representation: dimen-
sional and categorical. In a dimensional paradigm, the user is mapped into
a space spanned by some cognitive indices such as valence and arousal. The
user representation is then a continuous value. In the categorical paradigm,
on the other hand, the user state is classified as belonging to a categorical
state – for example, specifying that the user is “happy” or “angry.” Apart
from these “classical” approaches, there is the possibility also of leaving
the interpretation of the user state to a machine learning algorithm and
considering the user a black box. For example, when building a classifier to
detect whether a given content is relevant to the user, the machine learning
algorithm can detect the best possible features for indicating that the user
judged a content relevant instead of first trying to deduce how aroused the
user was, or whether users were “happy” or “sad.” The second main finding
is that the eight case studies in the thesis project seem to indicate that the
traditional dimensional and categorical presentations prevail when the bio-
cybernetic loop too is traditional (i.e., when the loop returns to the user in
real time). One tentative explanation for this is that real-time algorithms
are easier to build around simpler representations, whereas more compli-
cated machine learning and data-mining techniques are suitable when, for
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instance, one is using physiological computing to inform designers about
how to improve the product.
Finally, the third research question deals with an issue raised in the pre-
vious paragraph: how the choice to use machine learning methods differs
between different biocybernetic loops and user representations. Here it is
useful to look at the five-layer analytical model to see where exactly the
differences occur between these cases. Comparison between the case studies
show that the most important differences arise in feature selection and gen-
eration: the “traditional” real-time biocybernetic loops use a pre-defined,
easily calculable set of features that are derived from existing literature
in psychophysiology, such as heart-rate and phasic spikes in skin conduc-
tance response. In contrast, the methods based on machine learning and
data-mining often use rigorous mathematical tools to generate hundreds
of features with the aim of capturing all the information present in the
signals, then use statistical feature selection methods to choose the most
appropriate ones.
6.1.1 Implications of the Research
In line with earlier research in the physiological computing field, my find-
ings show that the biocybernetic loop as an abstract construct is a sensible
basis for modeling physiological computing. However, the findings enable
extending the prior notion of the loop into a broader range of application
scenarios wherein the adaptation might not be instantaneous or directly
affect the user. The analytical framework used in answering the research
question provides insights into the differences between biocybernetic loops
with different dynamics, and it can also be used as a design heuristic to de-
cide what kind of approach to take when, for example, selecting signals and
features for a certain physiological computing application or experiment.
The case studies show that time is a very important consideration when
one is designing physiological computing, in at least two ways. Firstly,
whether the system needs to adapt in real time affects the types of machine
learning methods that are suitable. Some machine learning methods can be
too computationally expensive to be used in real-time adaptation, especially
in wearable computing situations, in which computational resources can be
scarce. Furthermore, many machine learning methods, and physiological
phenomena, demand training data from the user before they can be used.
Hence, the user must either train the system initially or wait until it has
gathered enough training samples during actual use.
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6.1.2 Limitations
The experiments presented in this thesis were conducted mostly with high-
precision scientific equipment. Today there is a wide range of consumer-
grade wearable measurement devices on the market that, while enabling
the deployment of physiological computing applications in the real world,
might also introduce additional challenges – the consumer devices might
yield lower signal quality. It would, therefore, be beneficial to see how well
the results presented in the publications generalize when taken out of the
lab, both as far as recording devices go and with regard to the possible
increase in the number of confounding factors when users are allowed to
use a system freely wherever and whenever they choose.
The multiple-case-study approach was biased in the sense that it in-
volved sampling data only from a pool of studies by one researcher – namely,
the author. A further meta-review should be conducted to explore whether
the findings discussed in this dissertation generalize across the whole field
of physiological computing.
While the thesis represents an effort to provide details on when machine
learning could be useful in designing physiological computing systems, it
has not gone into detail as to what specific machine learning methods would
be useful in a particular situation.
6.1.3 Directions for the Future
Instead of just looking at abstract models, we should also look at concrete
ways to apply these abstractions. Physiological computing needs a central
repository of standards, best practices, example data, and code. My dream
would be to build an actual, working web-based resource that would contain
code, data, negative results, etc. One inspiration could be the Requests for
Comments and Best Current Practices from the networking field.
An initial attempt at implementing the web-based repository for physi-
ological computing has been started in efforts to provide an interface based
on the five-layer model presented in this thesis. The interface would allow
users to easily browse the existing work on physiological computing on the
basis of parameters such as signals, metrics, and specific user representa-
tions. For example, the user might choose to list only studies that used
“arousal” that was detected from “EDA.” The next step for future work
would be to carry out a comprehensive meta-review of existing studies in
physiological computing, for ascertaining how well they fit the model de-
scribed in this thesis, and to input the information into the new repository.
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The use of machine learning in a broad range of physiological comput-
ing scenarios demands a comprehensive research effort for mapping which
machine learning methods are suitable for real-time adaptation, which can
be pre-trained and which need to be trained with data from the current
user. Furthermore, these studies should be done in a transparent way that
shows the specific importance of the signal behavior and features. Too
often in physiological computing, the machine learning is performed in a
black-box manner that shows only that certain signals can be used in, for
example, classifying a certain affective state, but not how exactly the sig-
nals changed between these states. With Publication VII, we attempted
to provide an example of how to describe in detail what signals are use-
ful (in the humor detection scenario), while also comparing the suitability
of pre-training from other users to that of using the data from the current
user. However, similar work needs to be done in all domains of physiological
computing, and in a systematic manner.
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